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Statement of the Problem
The objectives of this s^mdy were, first, to determine
what personal qualities are desirable in instructors and to
establish a procedure for selecting officers with these qual
ities, and, second, to discover what subjects must be taught
rlne officers to train them to be creditable instructors,
and to prepare a curriculum to accomplish th.i
Need for the Utud;
» mum »i n ii urn i ii ii i Mm
In order to establish the need for this jjtudy it is
considered necessary to briefly discuss the organization and
mission of the Marine Corps Schools and to review the pres-
ent methods of selecting and training instructors for these
schools
.
a present mission of the Marine Corps Schools is de-
fined, 'To train officers in the tactics and techniques of
warfare, with particular emphasis on amphibious operations,
in order to provide competent commanders and staff officers
for the field forces of the Marine Corps; and, continuously
to study and review current tactics, technique, and equip-
ment employed hj landing forces, making recommendations to
Headquarters for their Improvement and development
1

2Toward the accomplishment of this mission the schools
are organised as follows: . .
1. The^ Amphibious Warfare School, Senior Course, to
train field officers for the command and staff duties in
appropriate echelons of command within the Fleet P3arine Forces,
with particular emphasis on advanced instruction in the doc-
trines and techniques of amphibious warfare.
2. The Amphibious Warfare School, Junior Course, to
train majors and captains for command and staff duties with
regimental combat teams or air <;roups of the Pleet Marine
Forces, with particular emphasis placed upon the coordinate
employment of air, naval, and ground elements in amphibious
operations
,
3. The Basic School, to train recently commissioned of-
ficers in the duties and responsibilities of Marine officers





T!ie Communication Officers ! School, to train junior
officers in the duties of communication officers within the
Fleet Marine Forces, ground and aviation, emphasizing commu-
nications in amphibious operations,
5. The Ordnance School, to train ordinance officers and
enlisted technicians.
^^ft-
The Mr Observation School, to train officers for
assignment to duty with the Fleet Marine Forces as tactical
and gunnery aerial observers

37. The Marine Corps Aviation Technical School, to pro-
vide officers and selected staff non-eommisBioned officers
with advanced technical instruction in aviation natters, with
primary emphasis on field methods. Graduates are trained
supervisors In aircraft engineering maintenance, aviation
ordnance, and naval aviation supply and accounting
8. The Extension Division, to extend to eligible Marine
Corps and Marine Corps Reserve personnel by means of corre-
spondence, the courses of instruction currently presented
in the resident schools at Quantico.
An Academic Headquarters, consisting of administration,
aviation, intelligence, logistics, naval subjects, naval
gunfire, artillery, and special subject sections, furnishes
support and coordinates the various schools.
The Schools, in addition to training personnel, prepare
studies,, reference material, and texts on administration,
organisation, tactics, technique, training, and equipment
of landing forces.
Although Marine officers attend other Service Schools
and civilian colleges, the Marine Corps Schools furnish the
principal means of professional improvement of Marine Corps
officers, and thus occupies an extremely important position
in the Marine Corps organization. A well trained officer
corps is vital to the maintenance of an effective armed force.
The success of these professional schools depends on the qual-
ity of instruction offered /and it is absolutely necessary
it these instructors be the best that can be obtained.

4The present method of selection of officers for duty
as instructors in the Marine Corps Schools Is as follows 5
the Commandant of the Schools sends annually to Headquarters,
Marine Corps, a request containing a principal and one or
two alternate names for each instructor billet which will
become vacant during the following summer. This list Is
prepared by each outgoing Instructor vfho recommends the re-
lief for his billet. These recommendations are reviewed by
the Head of the Section and forwarded to the Executive Sec-
retary for compiling for Headquarters. These individual
recommendations are made on students at the schools on the
basis of an instructor 1 3 data sheet (Fig. 1, p. 5), which is
kept on each student whoa It Is believed possesses the char-
acteristics and abilities particularly desirable in an in-
structor.
While this method of picking Instructors from students
and keeping data cards on desirable students has merit, the
defects are numerous, as can readily be seen.
The selection is made from a small number of officers,
by one person who has based his judgment on his observations
over a very short time, where the working conditions were
Ideal. It must also be taken into consideration that the
officers recommended will not be available for assignment,
which often results in the billets being filled by available
personnel who have few, if any, qualifications for the billet.
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FIGURE 1. INSTRUCTOR'S DATA CARD

6The present training for officers assigned to this duty-
cons ists of a two weeks 5 orientation course, covering orien-
tation to the schools, educational psychology, teaching pro-
cesses, and student presentations. In a two-week period,
only the high points can be covered in these fields. Dur-
ing World I'/ar II other branches of the Armed Services found
that a minimum of four weeks was necessary in a course of
this kind, and the Navy's Instructor Training Courses at
Bainoridge, Maryland, and Farra&ut, Idaho operated on a ten-
nonth curriculum. The. present school opens up many avenues
for thought in the improvement of instructors; however, in
order to stimulate the quality of Marine that is now be in,.;
attracted by the Marine Corps, the instructors nust know
not only the how, but much of the why. The Marine Officer
assigned to teach other officers must know the general prob-
lems underlying education, and must be thoroughly familiar
with the tools at his disposal. He must not only learn the
technique of instruction but learn the importance of effective
teaching and become imbued with enthusiasm for this duty.
Even if only the highest qualified officers were assigned
to duty as instructors, the task is too massive to be effec-
tively accomplished in two weeks. There is no magic formula
that can turn out excellent instructors overnight. Even




7Delimitation of the Problem
Although officers are constantly engaged In instruction
or training duties throughout their career, and enlisted m&n
function as instructors in many of the enlisted schools,
due to the importance of this particular phase, this prob-
lem has been limited to the selection of officers to duty
at the Marine Corps Schools. The solutions to these specific
problems can be modified to care for selection and training
of other instructors, for it is only through the officers
that improvement can be. made in the enlisted men. These so-
lutions will also improve the efficiency of the Marine Corps
educational and training programs*
Method of Solution
« ii« m » i i» i n i
-
1
In order to select officers for instructors, it must
first be determined what characteristics and abilities are
desirable. Many studies have b&en made in an effort to per-
fect a pre-election procedure for civilian teachers and to
establish valid and reliable criteria for measuring teacher
competence. The Armed Forces have also done work on this
problem. These studies were analyzed, and from this analysis
a set of desirable characteristics was established. To.
which were available to the Marine Corps for determining these
characteristics were examined and a procedure, utilising
suitable tools, established.

The training of instructors must be predicated upon the
assumption that officers already have the necessary knowledge
of the subjects which they are to teach, and the curriculum
based on professional subjects, or subjects dealing with
the methodology of teaching. To this end many books Toy ci-
vilian educators, curricula of educational and teacher in-
stitutions, and teacher training programs of other brandies
of the Armed Forces were e^camined and analysed. Based on




FINDINGS IN SELECTING CIVILIAN INSTRUCTORS
Personal Qualifications Required for Instructors
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In order to establish an intelligent selection proce-
dure for instructors it must be determined what items are
considered necessary to secure success as an instructor.
Many educators of authority have attempted to define a suc-
cessful teacher and have made earnest efforts to establish
a definitive criterion upon which to select students for a
teacher training program. Although the results have \>een
varied, a careful analysis of these studies shows a signif-
icant agreement on many of the items considered.
Alraack* and Osburn^ have each listed the seven most
important characteristics which the employment agencies be-
lieve are necessary for the successful teacher. The extent
of agreement Is revealed in the lists belo;.
:
1. J. C. Almack, The Selection of Teachers, American School
Board Journal , LX (November, 1920) p. 29.
2. W. J. Osburn, The Personal Characteristics of the Teacher ,
















1. Ability to discipline







Y. Ability to cooperate
Ruedi^er and Strayer* raade a study to find which qual-
ities of merit principals and superintendents considered the
most important. Littler2 made a study of the principal rea-


















Rugg3 in constructing one of the earlier rating scales
used the following as main headings
:
Skill in teachi:
Skill in mechanics of handling a class
Teara work qualltic
Qualities of growth in keeping up to date
Personal and social qualities.
1. w\ C. RuediGer and G* D. Strayer, The Quality of Merit
in Teachers, Journal of Educational Psychology , I, (May
1910) p. 274.
2, 3. Littler, Causes of Failure Among Teachers, School
and llctae Education , JXXXX1 9 (Ilarch 191*0 p. fc§5«.
3* H. 0. fe| , elf Improvement of Teachers Through Self-
Rating: A Hen Settle For Rating Teacher Efficiency,
Elementary School journal , (lay, 1920), p.
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H. R. Taylor1 summarizes the qualities supervisors find








In this same study he made an effort to determine what qual-
ities teachers themselves considered important for their suc-
cess, and in this study he secured the following data:
I
. Personality-"-**•—.«..-. ************—««.«.«»«.M,«.M«M.MrlMi32
1. Personal attitude 55
2. Volitional attitude 16






1. Skill in impartInj knowledge32
2. Desire to succeed 12
III. Professional Training 2\j
1. Preparation and scholarship 26
2. Understanding of educational
theory 3
Barr, 2 in his suimsary of extensive research in the field
of prediction of teaching success, states that the following
problem was set up to be investigated:
To select, guide, arid educate teachers as effectively
as we should we must know nuch raore than vie do MM
I I——— M 1 11 I «i'i ll l l«HH—»———I M l M i nil—*——' I 11 M il Mill! II I III I
1. H. R. Taylor, Bone Factors Involved in the Prediction
of Teaching Success. esis, Stanford University,
1923.
2. A. S. Barr, et al., The Prediction of Teaching Efficiency,
Journal of Experimental Education , XXV (September, 19^5)
..




about the prerequisites to teaching efficiency
and how to identify and describe these prerequisites
accurately, The purposes of this investigation or
series of investigations is to study these prereq-
uisites, their interrelations, and the valid.
of the instruments commonly employed in collecting
data about then.
Some of the conclusions readied by Barr as a result of study-
ing this problem were:
1. The intelligence of the teacher is the highest single
factor conditioning teacher ability and remains so ovon when
in combination with other teacher measures.
2. The attitude of the teacher toward teaching has a
significant correlation with teacher ability,
3. Knowledge of subject natter and ability to diagnose
and correct student mental troubles are both significantly
associated with teaching ability.
Fox, Bisft, and Huffner^ state:
To summarise, then, the following elements are
basic in professional training for teachers 3
1, Formal education, both general snd spe-
cialized as to subject fields in nature.
2. Firsthand experic. 1th the subject
matter to be taught.
3* Courses in education: human growth and
development in general; the nature of
learning in particular; methods and
technique of teaching; and human rela-
tions .
These sane authors further say in regards to teacher
characteristics
:
1. James Harold Fox, Charles Edward Bish, and Ralph Windsor
Huffner. School Administration . George Washington
University, tfaahinSon, ». £'.*, 19*7, pp. 67-60.
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Nevertheless, there are certain well defined per-
sonal qualities which are essential to teach-
ability. Obviously, the two previously mentioned
general qualities—belief in the worth of what one
is to teach, and the desire to teach it—are funda-
mental to teaching ability. Among the more impor-
tant personal qualities involved in teaching ability
are:
1. Ktental and physical health.
2. Sensitiveness to the needs of the students,
3. Imagination i the ability to create, perceive,
and appreciate mental images.
4. Sense of humor.
5. Pleasln;; personal appearance and personal
habits
.
6. A sense of appropriateness, doing the right
thing at the right tine.
7. Belief that all people can be improved through
learning.
.
Harold A. Itafield1 believes that three item are neces-
sary to secure success as an instructor. He states: An
Instructor should have a power of clear analysis of problems
and ideas j an ability to state ideas so that everybody under-
stands their meaning; and in addition, a good personality.
Ml further defines the first item as technical mastery
of the subject being taught, and the second item as the abil-
ity to instruct. He consider x>d personality to consist
of enthusiasm, friendliness, integrity, decisiveness, intel-
ligence, faith, and loyalty.
Hagie^ In a study of nethods of selection for admission
to teacher n as practiced by IT schools found that
1. H. A. Maxfield, Personality in •Teaehinr;, U.S. Naval
graining Bulletin , Feb -Mar., 19l i
2. C. E. liable, Selective / ion to Teac*ier Preparation,
Ph.D. Thesis, New York University, 1
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personality traits are factors in the selective scheme of


















































This same author recommended a personal qualities rating





















It is a well recognised fact that there is great dis-
agreement as to which teachers are actually competent or suc-
cessful, and particularly to the degree of success. If there
is lack of agreement on this subject, it is reasonable to
er.pect much disagreement on the traits which underlie good
as compared with poor teaching. Correlations have heen cal-
culated between many different factors and estimates of teacher
success.
As Stanford* summarizes it:
acton.; .-.led include a^e, sex, experience,
skill in handwriting, skill in reading* ;t, vjeight,
height-weight ratio, number of letters in signature,
socio-economic status, sincerity, enthusiasm, in-
terest, participation in extra-curricular activities
in high school, scholarship in high school, scholar-
ship in college, number of semester hours earned
in various fields sue education, mathematics
,
etc., intelligence test scores, personality ratings,
and scores on various types of tests such as those
of professional information and those covering the
subject matter the teacher is supposed to teach,
The research reported indicates that only
four of these factors are important—intelligence,
scholarship, personality, and scoi ,-med on pro-
fessional information and subject-matter tests.
The latter are probably a combination of intelli-
gence and scholarship. The correlation between these
four factors and teaching success is positive but
lo.













ii' -' - ' " ••• """
1. Charles w". Stanford, mimeographed article, as quoted by
Ge :. A^telle and 14111 , .attenberc* 'Teachers for
Democracy , p. 183. Hew York: D, Appleton Century Co.,
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Axtelle and Wattenberg1 explain that low correlations
do not necessarily prove that a trait has little relation
to teacher success, as a trait must be present and influen-
tial in var; amounts in the sample in order to discover
whether or not the trait is important, Therefore, if an in-
vestl^tor used a group j of teachers all of whom were practic-
ally eciual in the trait, he woul I a very low correlation
between that trait and teacher success. Also, even if a trait
is present in varying amounts it may not be influential to
varying degrees, and although a certain amount of a particu-
lar trait may be necessary to teaching success, additional
increments may have practically no effect, Odenweller2 has
demonstrated that even low correlation has value, and although
his results were not perfect, they were still better than
selection by pure chance.
Axtelle and viattenberg^ furtlier state that any individ-
ual possessing excellent health, well adjusted personality,
high intelligence, industrious habits, love for teaching
and the individuals beine taught, and excellent knowl of
the subject and activities to be used in teaching can look
forward to becoming a successful teacher. These authors
1. George E. Axtelle and V!iill£ iattenbers, Teachers
for Democracy , p. 1(&. Hew York: D. Appleton Century
Co.,
2. A. L. Gdenweller, Predicting the Quality of reaching ,
Chap. VIII, New York, Teachers college, Joiuiabia University,
1,36.




conclude that even though pro-service prediction of teaching
ability is largely a question of opinion , If the opinions
are expressed by students of teaching and based upon complete
accumulation of data on tine Individuals concerned, they are
lilcely to be much better than mere chance.
Baaed on the thoughts e^ressed above, it is believed
that the following items offer the best basis for selection
of Karine Corps officers as Instructors:
1. Desire to teach or Interest in the teaching profes-
sion.
2. Technical mastery, or thorough knowledge of the sub-
jects to be taught.
3. A personality suitable to the peculiar demand® of
teaching. This personality should offer initiative, neat
appearance, dignity, cooperation, industry, enthusiasm, Judg-
ment and tact, and intelligence.
4. Teaching skill, or knowledge of the techniques of
instruction.
Methods of Selecting Instructors
Troyer and Pace1 state that selection involves the fol-
lowing tasks: formulating general objectives, defining then
specifically, identifying appropriate sources of evidence,
developing and usincs appropriate means to get that evidence,
1. Maurice E. Troyer and C. Robert Pace, Evaluation in
Teacher Education, American Council on Education,
'.Jaohintfton,' b.C, 1944, p. 16,
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and finally Interpreting it in the light of our objectives.
It must be decided what kinds of people are wanted, and done
with son© dei;ree of definlteness . Also it must be decided
how and by what neanc those people can be identified. Pin-
ally, the results must be interpreted.
The first two tasks have been discussed in the preceding
section. It mu3t now be determined what tools are used In
selection and how these tools are applied.
lection procedures from institution to institu-
tion as no sin rocedure can answer the different problems
encountered by different schools . Selection programs are
Influenced by State legislation, conditions of supply and
demand, public opinion, curricula, and teachers' salaries.
The State of Hew York has been developing a selection
prosram for entrance into state-supported institutions for
the preparation of teachers since 1932. The present program
Involves the use of psychological, reading, and English exam-
inations, application blanks, personal inventory blanks,
ratines on applicant's character and personality by high school
principals, health and speech examinations, and personal in-
terviews. The factor of high school scholarship counts for
four-tenths; intelligence and skill in English and read
three-tenths; personality and speech, three-tenths. Data frosa
the principal's rating, and physical examination, and trie
personal inventory blank are not Included in the combined
index, but are used as supplementary factors. At one tii»
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diagnostic and prognostic tests were used, but as a result
of experience, these tests were dropped. 1?he selective ad-
mission program has been very effective in the improvement
of the scholastic level of the students in state teacher
training institutions. Studies of the reliability and valid-
ity of this selection procedure are in progress.
Sew Jersey has a selection program much like the one
used by New York. Hijh school records , interviews, entrance
examinations, speech tests, and medical reports provide the
basic data for selection. As yet, extensive studies to deter-
mine the success of this proi;. ave not been made.
Tiess1 made a study of the methods of selecting teachers
in thirty large cities of the tJnited States. He found that
the following combinations of methods were used:
1. After filing formal applications, candidates are
interviewed by the Superintendent or other designated person.
Staff members, who are authorized to do so, recommend teachers
to the Superintendent for appointment.
2. Principals and directors of departments pass on
the qualifications of candidates who come from outside the
city, l?hey apparently decide upon the fitness of the teachers
and recommend them to the Superintendent for employment,
3. In three large cities all teachers are interviewed
only by the Superintendent.
1. Earnest if. Tie;.;s, H Ml Select Cur Teachers,
American School Board Journal, June, 19213.
ilWl.l i i n iii iw m i ii - i - '
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h. Some school systems have elaborated on the method
of giving teachers their Interviews. Instead of usins in-
dividuals they use committees.
5. Seven large school systems require a written exam-
ination. Four of these require an oral examination as well.
6. Four cities place the employment of teachers in
charge of a department. These departments keep on file ap-
plications of all applicants, conduct interviews, and after
conferences with superintendents, supervisors, etc., recor
-
mend employment.
Tie^s also found that recommendations which are gathered
from the sources Indicated on the application bionics appear
to be the most universal method of teacher selection which
is used. These recommendations take on two distinct forms:
the first is the letter of recommendation in which the writer
comments on such items as he chooses; the second type takes
the form of a rating in which judgments are asked on a number
of definite items. The most important method used in teacher
selection in large cities seems to be based on the rating
technique
.
Deffenbaugh and '.iegel* made a ^ry comprehensive study
of the selection and appointment of teachers in secondary and
elementary schools for the U.S. Office of Education. Tiiey
1. W. S. Deffenbauch and v;iilian K. Ziesel, jr., Appointment
and Selection of Teachers , U.S. Go .mt Printing Office,
* VW " ft '<* v-'-'V' n'n -
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found that the most frequent sources of information on the
prospective teachers that were used by the educational insti-
tutions were: (1) individual applications of teachers, (2)
uniform application olanks, (3) uniform reference blanks,
(k) letters of recommendation, (ii) interviews, (8) visitation
of candidates in other schools, (7) written and oral examina-
tions
, (8) physical examinations, {9) photographs, and (10)
other methods of securing information* In evaluating the
different methods they found that most of the techniques had
a low predictive value,.
3?royer and Face* state that working agreements must be
reached with respect to (1) competencies or characteristics
a teacher should possess, (2) the levels of competence to be
required for admission, (3) the evidence that can be used to
identify competence, (4) the means to be used for gathering
that evidence, and (5) the interpretation that can be justi-
fied from the data that can be gathered.
The predictive value of selection techniques must nec-
essarily show a low value if teaching success has not been
adequately evaluated, and, as has been previously stated,
teaching success, to a large extent, has not yet "been eval-
uated accurately. 3?he problem of predicting teaching success
has not yet been solved, but hy gathering as much information
as possible about prospective teachers, it should be possible
1. Troyer and Pace, op , , pit .,, p. Vf.
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to select a group of teachers who have a potential of likely
success. One of the first steps to be determined is I
nunber of teachers needed, and this must be followed by a
careful analysis of each applicant, enabling those select-
ing to choose the best of the £;roup of applicants. The final
decision can seldom be made with a great degree of confidence
except in the case of applicants whose qualifications are
unlformally high or raaricedly deficient. The total pattern
of the applicants abilities, skills, and attainments mist
be studied, for an applicant niay rank extremely high in all
qualifications except one, and that one may be so serious
that it should be the controlling factor*

CHAPTER III
APPLICATION OF CIVILIAN SELECTION EROGEDUI:
TO THE U. 3. HARINE C0EP3
Initial Considerations
In consideration of the application of civilian selec-
tion procedures to the Marine Corps certain differences In
the problem must be pointed out. Although It is desired to
arrive at the sane answer, certain fundamental differences
in the situation will call for departures and modifications.
The Marine officer assi^ied to duty as an instructor
in the Marine Corps Schools is not entering a profession
which he has chosen as a career and to which he ejects to
devote his life. It is merely another of the many jobs that
he will hold for a short time, and a jo: mich he will
probably not again be assigned. Except in a very few cases
his past education will not have be^n pointed toward teach-
ing. His past record is not that of student teaching or
actual teaching upon which his qualification for this job
can be evaluated.
The subjects he will be expected to teach will be those
that are peculiar to the profession of arms, and which he
will not have learned in college but will have learned in




actual experience. His college record will not a clue
as to his Icnowled^e of the subject that he is to teach.
The most important consideration is the fact that the
Marine officer has already been subjected to a very rigorous
selection. In order to be commissioned he had to meet cer-
tain standards of intelligence, scholastic standing, character
and physical fitness. These standards are all higher than
those ordinarily required for civilian teachers. 'Thus, any
officer considered for this duty must possess many of the
qualities required for a teacher and the problem becomes one
of selection within an already highly selected group. This
I does not necessarily raake trie problem easier, for the
differences among the individual officers become even dim-
mer and the process of picking those with the greatest poten-
tial even more difficult. All officers will meet the require-
ments of intelligence, health, and good speech, so the question
is not that of eliminating those who are totally unqualified
but finding those who possess only the very highest qualifi-
cations, rfore weight must be given the personality factors
of initiative, neat cooperation, enthusiasm, judgment
and tact, and to the degree of the technical mastery of the
subjects to be taught.
Available Selection Devices and Their Application
Probably the best approach to the problem is to consider
each of the qualifications desired and to determine what
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device Is available for measuring this characteristic and
how this device may be used. In Chapter II the following
four items were determined to be the best basis for selection
of Iferine officers as instructors:
1. Desire to teach or interest in the teaching profes-
sion.
2. Technical mastery, or thorough imowledge of t
subjects to be taught.
3. A personality suitable to the peculiar deraands of
teaching. 3?his personality should offer initiative , neat
appearance, dimity, cooperation, industry, enthusiasm, judg-
aent and tact, and intelligence.
I, Teaching skill, or knowledge of techniques of instruc-
tion.
In civilian institutions the desire to teach is indicated
by a student choosing a course of study leading to the teaching
profession and to the application for teaching positions.
In the ferine Corps it has long been a privilege of an of-
ficer to request the type of duty which h© preferred, although,
of course, he could not be given assurance that his request
would be granted. This request for duty is similar to an
application of a civilian for a particular job of his choice
and indicates a desire to perform this duty. It appears that
this request is perhaps the only method by which it can be
determined that a Marine officer desires duty as an instructor.
In order that all Marine officers nay be acquainted with this
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duty and what it entails, wide publicity should be given
and applications invited. In this particular case the actual
value nay be lessened for the fiarlne Corps Schools are lo-
cated at an especially desirable post vtiyeve all members of
the Schools 5 staTf are furnished quarters. In some instances
it is likjely that an officer would apply for this duty, not
because he desired duty as an instructor, but rather because
he desired duty which would assure him of decent living con-
ditions. There is no way at this time in which to determine
the bona fide requests, and it must be realised that this
device will not give absolute assurance of the desire to
teach.
In the selection of officers with the most thorough
knowledge of the subjects to be taught, it must be first
determined what subjects the Individual officer will be re-
quired to teach upon as3ioiment to the Marine Corps Gchools.
This can be done by having the Schools submit an annual re -
uisition for officer instructors, stating the rank, Specifi-
cation Serial Number, and subjects to be t&ught. Even though
an officer with the particular S3H desired might not be avail-
able, officers with a different SSN may have had both train-
ing and experience in that particular speciality. As an
example, an officer might be classified as an infantry officer,
yet have had many years experience as an operations officer
and be well qualified to instruct in the operations section.
Knowledge of professional subjects are obtained tlirou
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attendance in Service Schools and by actual experience. By
referring to Officer* a Qualification Card (Fig. 2), which
are on file for each officer in the iflarlne Corps, it can be
determined what is hie military occupational specialty, what
types of duty he has performed and for what period he has per-
formed them, and what Service Schools he has attended. This
will reveal whether or not he is qualified in the particular
subject in which he Is to teach, but not necessarily the
extent to which he is qualified. It must now be determined
which officers, among those qualified, are the most proficient
in the particular subjects. Officer's fitness reports jt#&g&
•
3*^)> which correspond to rating scales in civilian institu-
tions, are submitted periodically on every officer in the
Marine Corps and are maintained in the Officers Selection
File. By examining the fitness reports covering periods for
which the duty performed corresponds to the subject matter
to be taught, hi® proficiency can be judged. This fitness
report, of course, suffers the same disadvantages of all rat-
ing scales. As additional aids to selecting the officer who
is most proficient g there will be available in the Officers
Selection File copies of his record at Service Schools at-
tended. This record corresponds to tlw scholastic record of
a civilian applicant for a teacher position. The Instructor's
Data Card (Fig. l), mentioned in Chapter I, should be for-
warded by the Marine Corps School to Headquarters for filing
with the officer's record, in order that it be available
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Period covered months, from





4. Name, relationship, and address of person other than wite to be notified ii: case of emergency
Signature)
U. S. M. C.
To be ansirered by reporting officer!
5. Reporting officer V. s.
(Namp)
6. Method of rating.—YThcn rating tlus officer, consider carefully and keep in mind the following definitions, inking into con-
sideration his length of service, the opportunities afforded him which might have a bearing on his performance of duty,
his personal cliaracteristics, and professional qualifications:
Unsatisfactory.—Inefficient; below minimum standard.
Fair.—Satisfactory; passably efficient; up to minimum standard.
Good.—Average qualifications; efficient, but to a less degree than "Very good."
"Very good.—Above average; efficient; well qualified.
Excellent.—Highly efficient; qualified to a high degreo.
Outstanding.—Superior; exceptionally efficient; qualified to a preeminent degree.
Not observed.—To be used in all cases where the reporting officer has had insufficient opportunity to observe the
officer reported on during the period covered by this report to permit a rating as to performance of a particular duty,
personal characteristics, or professional qualifications.
7. Before making out this report, decide in your own mind on an actual officer in the grade of the officer now being reported on
who, in your opinion, based on personal knowledge, is the outstanding officer of Ins rank in the Marine Corps; or
Decide in your own mind the character attributes and professional qualifications which the ideal officer in the grade of the
officer now being reported on 6hould possess.
Considering the officer reported on in comparison with your
the instructions under (6) "Method of Rating , indicate y
" in the appropriate space below.
ideal (7), and having in mind
our estimate of him bv mark-
ing 'X'




(c) Administrative dutic-. .
(d) Executive duties .
(«) Handling officers
(f) Handling enlisted men
(f/) Training troops
(h) Tactical handling of tro >?..> Omit appropriate to officer's >;rade).





9. To what decree has ho exhibited the following qualifications? Consider him in com-














(a) Physical fitness (physical stamina; endurance under hardship, adversity, or discourage-
(6) Military bearing and neatness (dignity of demeanor; neat and smart appearance)
(c) Attention to duty (industry; the trait of working thoroughly and conscientiously) \
(d) Cooperation (the facultv of working in harmony with others, military or civilian)
(«) Initiative (the trait of taking necessary or appropriate action on own responsibility)...
i
(J) Intelligence (the ability to grasp readily situations and instructions)
(g) Judgment and common sense Mho ability to think clearly and arrive at logical conclu-
sions |
(h) Presence of mind (the ability to think and act promptly and effectively in an unex-
pected emergency or under great .-train)
(t) Force (the faculty « f carrying out with energy and resolution that which is believed to
be reasonable, right, or duty) _
(J) Leadership (the capacity to direct, control, and influence others and still maintain high
morale)
(k) Loyalty (the quality of rendering faithful and willing service, and unswerving allegi-
ance under any and all circumstances)
10. Has he any characteristics—temperamental, moral, physical, etc.—which adversely affect his efficiency?
If yes, briefly describe them
11. During the period covered by this report, has the work of this officer been reported on either in a commendatory way, or
adversely? If so, indicate subject matter and date ...............
12. During the period covered by this report was lie the subject of any disciplinary action that should be included on his record?
If yes, and if not previously reported to Headquarters, attach separate statement of nature and attendant
circumstances.
13. In case any unfavorable entries have been made by you on this or on a previous report, were the deficiencies noted brought
to the attention of the officer concerned? If yes, what improvement, if any, has been noted?
If no improvement was noted, what period of time has elapsed since the deficiencies were brought to his notice?
14. Considering the possible requirements of the service in war, indicate your attitude toward having this officer under your
command. Would you
—
(a) Particularly desire to have him? (c) Be willing to have him? -.
(6) Be glad to have him? (d) Prefer not to have him? - — ...
If (d), explain briefly... :
15. (To be answered only when reporting on officers serving under revocable commissions.) Do you recommend retention in
the service after expiration of revocable period of commission? .. . ...
(Yes or no; if negalh e give reasons)
,
16. Remakks: (To be used for additional pertinent information or comment, if any, not covered elsewhere in this report;
17. Indicate vour estimate of this officer's "General Value to the Service", using the ratings specified in (6)
18. Having in mind the special fitness of this officer and the efficiency of the naval service, I certify that to the best of in \
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as an additional aid for selection, should that officer be
considered for duty as an instructor at any time. At time
officers receive commendations from both within the Marine
Corps and from other branches of the Service for outstanding
performance and these letters , also available in the officer's
record, should be considered as additional indications of an
officer's proficiency. In summary, it must first be deter-
mined if an individual officer is qualified by examination
of his qualification card, and then every available source
of data must be examined to select those who have indicated
the greatest icnowled$e of the subjects to be tau&ht.
The selection of officers with a suitable personality
presents the most difficult problem, particularly in the
case of junior officers with little service, who have been
subjected to short periods of observation by few rating of-
ficers. The officer's fitness report has to be depended
upon almost entirely, ®&8mr Ite®-8, maricing3 on physical
fitness, military bearing and neatness, attention to duty,
cooperation, initiative, inteilicence, judgment and common
sense, and leadership should be closely examined. Item 10
is particularly revealing as to any tempermental or person-
ality defects. Here again, letters of commendation may reveal
desirable personality traits. letters of commendation from
other branches of the Service usually indicate a high degree
of cooperation. Letters of reprimand, and other disciplinary
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which may be In the officer's record frequently
reveal a lack of Industry or detect poor military bearing.
£he selection of officers who already possess teaching
skill will rarely prove possible. Out of appro: :ly 5000
,'icers on active duty, there are 59 officers with decrees
who have ntajored in education, 29 officers with degrees who
majored in education and also have teachir orience, and
35 officers not majoring in education but having teaching
experience. Seldom one of these officers will be available
at the proper tin*© and be properly qualified in the subject
to be taught. !Thls training sncl experience will be indicated
on the officer's qualification card and should lie be avail-
able and jneet the other qualifications, he should certainly
be seriously considered. It is possible, however, that these
officers were not ssful in the teaching profession.
There will also be MNS cfi who luive had duty as instruct
tors in Marine Corps Schools Mi other Service Schools, but
it is not likely that they will be 6 le for another
assignment to gfei f duty.
A Suggested Selection Procedure
A procedure for selection of officers as instructors
must take into consideration the availability of officers,
the fact that this duty is only one of many important duties
tliat have to be fiilec client officers, and the fact
that the personnel problem varies fron clay to day, and
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therefore must be a compromise with an ideal procedure.
Also, the details of the procedure will have to be varied
from time to time to meet the particular personnel problem
that exists, and therefore a procedure prescribed for the
Detail Officer must be general. It la relieved that the
following procedure would meet these considerations and
would be workable:
1. Submit an annual requisition to the Commandant,
Marine Corps, for instructors, stating the desired rank,
Specification Serial Number, and the subjects which will be
taught by each individual officer. This requisition should
be submitted far enouish in advance to allow for time for
selection, issuance of orders, transportation and necessary
leave for all officers concerned.
2. Upon receipt of this requisition the Detail Officer
shall draw up a list of officers of each rank required avail-
able for this duty.
3* The qualification card of each officer on this list
shall be examined to see that lie has the proper Specification
Serial Number, and the required experience. A minimum of two
years ' performance of the type of duty qualifying him for
the subjects to be taught should be required. If no officers
with the designated Specification Serial Humber are available,
an officer with the required experience and training should




4. It should be ascertained which of these properly
required officer© have submitted applications for this type
of duty. Applications for this type of duty should have
already been especially invited.
5. The entire official record , including record of
previous Service Schools attended, fitness reports, letters
of commendation, disciplinary action and Instructor's Data
Card (if furnished by Marine Corps Schools), of each officer
qualified should be examined. Any officer whose record re-
veals poor performance of duty inv the subject he will
be required to teach should be eliminated. Also, any officer
whose records indicate a personality unsuitable for that of
an instructor should be removed from the list of those qual-
ified.
6. A composite score for each of those officers remain-
ing on the list will be made. This composite score should
be based on all the available records of the officer, and
should be constructed on the basis of a total score of 100,
similar to the following:
Knowledge of the subject to be taught 0-40
Personality factors 0-40
Application for this duty— ———.—. 10
Previous teaching experience or teacher tr&lnin
either in civilian schools or Service Schools —Q-ip
To- 100




J9 The officers with the highest total composite score
would be ordered to this duty provided they were acceptable
to the Commandant, Marine Corp :ools.
It will be noted that psychological fct*t& and interviews
have not been considered. Many studies reveal that the
validity of such tests, particularly personality and inter-
est tests, is not sufficiently high to justify their use
in selection of teachers. Teacher institutions, such as
Hew York State, for example, have used then but have dropped
them after a trial period. It is believed that the officer's
fitness reports, properly utilised, offer a more valid meas-
urement of personality tlian any personality test now avail-
able. The objection to personal interviews is obvious,
Officers are on duty throughout the world and the expense
of bringing then to a place where they could be interviewed
hy trained intervietsers cannot be justified. Interview!
tlien at their present station is not feasible as trained





There are two major elements in the job of instructing;
knowing the subject natter, and teaching the subject matter
to someone else. In teaching the subject natter both the
personality and the competence in the mechanics of teachir
of the instructor are involved. It may be reasonably expected
that a careful selection procedure will provide instructors
who have a sufficient knowledge of the subject matter and
who have a suitable personality. However, as has been stated
before, it cannot be expected that officers trained in in-
structional procedure will be available.
The immediate objective, therefore, of an instructor
training program must be to train officers In the techniques
of instruction, so that upon beginning their duties of in-
structor in the Marine Corps Schools, they will not only
know the subject matter but may be able to transfer this
knowledge to students in the school. If possible, person-
ality development must also be strived for.
There is, however, a long range objective to an instruc-
tor training program. As long as officers hold positions of




with people, they must Instruct and train others. Princi-
ples stressed in instructor training programs are closely
related to principles of leadership, and all good leaders
must be teachers. Officers who have completed the instruc-
tor training course and who have served a tour of duty as
an instructor in tlie Marine Corps Schools, should not only
be better leaders themselves, but should be able to transfer
this knowledge to others. ?hey should also be much better
qualified to administer and supervise training programs
tliroughout the Harine Corps
.
*Wgtfre the, Curriculum
Before developing a curriculum for instructors there
are certain general considerations to be taken into account.
Time must be considered first. Since the tour of duty for
an instructor in the Marine Corps Schools is three years,
the course of instruction must be reduced to a minimum, and
yet time allowed for the student instructor to gaio the nec-
essary knowledge. Civilian institutions usually offer a
four-year curriculum for training teachers, and at present,
the trend appears to be to;*ard increasing; this to five years,
However, these courses include both formal and professional
education* During the war the Armed Forces discovered that
the amount of time usually devoted to the professional phase
of the curricula In many education institutions could be
condensed considerably without undue loss of effectiveness

in the classroom. Critics of the usual teacher education
curriculum within the educational program have for some time
been critically appraising the amount of duplication found
nong the various course© composins that curriculum, but
academic tradition has usually blocked any efforts to elim-
inate the duplication. The final result of the Armed Force* 1
programs, as shown by the effectiveness of the instructors
so trained, indicates that an individual who has complete
mastery of the subject matter, and who a an aptitude for
teaching j can become a proficient instructor in a reasonably
short time. During the war, some of the instructor training
courses wore as lort^ as ten months. The Navy lias now estab-
lished instructor training courses which occupy four weeks.
However, these courses are designed principally for vocational
Itruetors. Because of the importance of the Marine Corps
Schools, and the | responsibility it has in profession-
ally educating officers of higher ranks, it is believed that
six weeics is tlie irreducible minimum for an instructors train-
ing course.
The nature of the instruction is the second considera-
tion to be offered by the new instructors. There are certain
fundamental differences between instructing officers in am-
phibious warfare, staff duties, duties afloat, etc., and
instructing enlisted rsen in technical duties. Although the
Marine Corps Schools do have some positions for vocational
teachers, the majority will instruct officers in the Amphibious
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Warfare Schools, Basic School and Communication Officer's
School* The students in these schools will be nore mature,
better educated, nore experienced, and probably more crit-
ical than would trainees in technical schools. Vocational
training; will be at a minimum. The matter of motivation and
interest will probably be more difficult, and the use of the
lecture will be more prevalent. On the other side, the mat-
ter of class discipline should be practically non-existent*
Finally, consideration must be Given to the long ran
objectlves of the program. These student instructors, many
of them officers of senior rani:, will, after completion of
duty at the Marine Corps Schools, so to duties of great re-
sponsibility and influence, where the lessons learned in the
instructors course and through experience in teaching, may
be of great value to the service as a whole.
With the above considerations in mind it must now be
decided what the student instructor should be taught to ac-
complish the objectives. Fox, Bish, and Ruffner1 state:
The teaclic- k have more t: iowledce of su
joet-matter and first hand experience . He must al
know how to teach—to initiate, direct, and measure
learning to the end that quicker and more effective
learning will take place. Therefore, his profes-
sional training should also include what is known
as
u
courses in education. ' It is true that many
older teac b that they never had
courses, that they were and are born teachers.
They learned mostly from experience, and exporien
ttay be the best tti r, but learning from experience
m il m m i l II * in i w m i Mi i I 11 I III mil. . 11 «w«i "i»»«n * "»im ' «i . m w »«n i»w n » »»«
1. j James II., Bish, Charles 1 3 Ruffner, Ftalph I»j
op, cit ., p. 66.
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Is visually the longest, the hardest and the most
painful way to learn. The ever-inerea:; ::. .ty
of the teaching bwte, and the ever-widening scop*
of knowledge about teaching and learning derived
from research, make it mandatory that prospective
teachers "be trained in these courses in education.'*
In addition, experienced teachers must also take
these courses if they are to keep abreast of the
developments in their profession. Courses in edu-
cation are concerned primarily with human growth
and development in general; the nature of learning
in particular; the tools—methods and techniques—
or teaching and human relations, particularly as
the field affects the educative process.
Doane made a comprehensive study of the curriculum
requirements for the preparation of high school teachers




Principles of teaching A
General Psycholo ?4
Teaching of the several subjects 51*2
Principles of secondary education 42.3
Introduction to education 30.9
Educational measurements 30.7
History of education 22.4
/chology of adolescence 16,6
Administration of high, school teachers 13.1
Bttttafj ICenneth R., "A .Study of the Professional Curricu-
lum Requirements for the Preparation of School
Teachers in the United States 7" o Journal of Sirperl-
w»t^»».i i . mmi h. m 'ii. i»»i.ii m » ii. li.
mental Education , Sept., 19^7, pp."

hi
Principles of education 13.8
Philosophy of education 12.8




The contents of the above courses varied widely in the
different schools and the state requirements for teaching
certificates also vary greatly.
During the war the Anted Forces borrowed from civilian
educational institutions not only facilities and personnel,
but also many instructional procedures and methods. Devel-
oped on a large scale under circumstances favorable to rapid
change, freed from the paralysis of academic tradition and
inertia, these methods were modified, adapted, improved, and
accelerated for the greater good of the Services.
litary instruction, because of urgency, and also due
to more specific exid limited oL lust be; nore prac-
tical, more methodical, more effective, more frequently
evaluated, and, above all, faster than academic instruction.
3?hls, of course, requires modifications of civilian educa-
tional procedures, but it la doubtful that entirely new methods
and principles were adopted sy the taaed Forces during the
vrar.
In analyzing instructor training in the Armed Forces
from the standpoint of the characteristics of instruction
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offered by those instructors so trained, certain caramon fea-
tures were found. These characteristics were: (l) Insistence
on detailed and methodical course and lesson planning, (2)
great emphasis upon the use of visual training aids, (3)
frequent supervision of instruction, and (4) systematic ad-
ministration of standardised tests, examinations and evalua-
tions.
In analyzing the curricula of various Instructor train-
ing programs carried on by the Services, it was seen that
these programs were developed around specific objectives,
and that the contents depended upon what type of school the
Instructors were preparing for. However, they all had certain
common denominators . Almost without exception these curricula
included courses in the nature of the learning process, teach-
ing procedures, lesson and program planning, the use of train-
ing aids, public speaking, and practice teaching* Particular
attention was paid to the power of oral exposition.
The allotment of time for subjects deemed necessary for
the training of instructors presents a problem of balance.
It is not enough to decide that the potential instructor
must know certain facts, but it must also be decided how |a
it will take him to accumulate the necessary knowledge. Xf
the total time available was not a critical factor, a gen-
erous allotment of time could be given each subject, but
re the individual must absorb a large amount of learnir

*3
and at the same time develop skill and confidence, in a
period of six weeks, time allotments must be given serious
consideration.
Doane 1 in a survey of opinion of the authors of the
Sixty Best Education Books as chosen by the National Edu-
cation Association Journal, found that student teaching was
ranked as the most valuable course for the beginning teacher.
Other courses that were rated highly were educational psychol-
ogy, and principles of teaching. There was an agreement that
student teaching should be given more emphasis and more time
should be allotted to this subject.
Considering the facts brought out in the above discus-
sion, together with the specific objectives set, and the
situation existing at the Marine Corps Schools, the curricu-
lum as set forth in Chapter V was developed.
ligation and Elimination of Student Instructors
i ———
»
u —»»»»» i i in ii 111 mm i n mmmmumtm «i « i«» i« . n im n
The mission of an instructor training course is not
only to train instructors, but, also, to identify those in-
dividuals, who, because of certain attitudes or lack of ability
appear to be unqualified for instructional assignments.
This will require close observation and frequent evaluation.
Moreover, there is certain to be a hesitancy to so identify
iM individual officers because of the personal inconvenience
and hardship sharp termination of this duty will present
1. Doane, op. cit ., p. 92.
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those officers. However, if the standards of instruction
are to be set and maintained at a high level, there mist be
no indecision on this matter. It is probable that the hard-
ships can be reduced by assigning these officers duties in
the Schools which do not entail instruction, or by assign!
then other duty at the sane post, thus preventing another
change of station.
Supervision and In-Service ffralninc
After the individual has received training in the funda-
mentals of teaching, it cannot be assumed that because he has
gone to school and developed certain basic skills and attitudes
lie will be able to transfer those to a specific teaching
situation. A new instructor must be given a licht load, if
possible, and be guided by a supervisor who has a sound knowl-
edge of the subject of practical teaching experience in the
specific subject. This supervision must be a counselling
activity rather than an inspection. Supervisors must instill
in the new instructors the knowledge of the Importance of
their job, the desire to inprove themselves, and the correct
attitudes so necessary to good instruction. Success must
be praised and failures constructively criticised.

CHAPTER V
A CURRICULUM FOR AH OFFICER INSTRUCTORS ! COURSE,
MARXNB CORPS SCHOOL
Objectives of the Course
The objectives of this course are to train selected
officers to become satisfactory instructors for professional
schools, to impress upon them the importance of good instruc-
tion in Service Schools, and to create interest in the job
they are about to enter. To accomplish this, educational
psychology, teaching methodology , and public speaking have
been stressed, rather than job analysis and vocational train-
ing methods usually emphasised for instructors in technical
schools, A large part of the time has been allotted to prac-
tice teaching in order that the individual may become a trained
and confident instructor before actually appearing on the
platform before students in the Marine Corps Schools.
Contents of the Course
The course is designed for a six-wee 1c terra, five days
per week, six periods a day, for a total of one hundred eighty






1. 51 periods of instructional procedure©,
2. 52 periods for preparation
3- 59 periods of public speaicinc, practice teach:1
and evaluation*
4. 9 periods of review and test.
5. periods of instruction observation.
An instructor's guide is provided for each instructional
period. Some of the outlines are for sincle periods and
some cover two or more consecutive periods. The following
iteias are included in the outlines where appropriate: title,
objectives, references, training aids other than blackboards,
instructor material essential to cover each topic, and sug-
gestions on how to present the lesson content and to provide
application by the student.
OOTLJflE OP THE CODHSE
Subject Periods
I , Orientation
A. Overview of course 2
B. Marine Corps Schools 1
C. Facilities provided 1
Total 4
II. Educational Psychology
A. The Instructor 1
B. Learning 2




S. Individual differences 1
Physical aspects of the classroom 1
Total 8















2. Ilap and terrain exercises 1
3. Troop leading exercises 1
4. Field exercises 1
E. Testing and student evaluation
1. Testing techniques 1
2. Written tests 2
3. Performance tests 1
4. Scoring and interpretation
of tests 2















. «ii » i niimi M
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aids, practice teaching, and observation of teaching should
be scheduled concurrently. However, public speaking should
be started before practice teaching and supervision, and teach*
er evaluation should be completed before observation of in*
struction is scheduled* Examinations should be scheduled
periodically to insure a check upon the student's progress*
Preparation periods and application periods should follow dis-
cussions and lectures In order to provide immediate class
application of principles, methods, and techniques of instruc-
tion.
Student Participation
Students will be given numerous opportunities to present
ja&terlal to the class, using various siethods, such as lectures
and detaonstrations . These opportunities will be provided in
both the public speaking class and during the practice teach-
ing phase. Students will participate in evaluating all prac-
tice teaching by laambers of the class and will observe and
I teaching by experienced instructors by raeans of
field trips.
Slse of the Class
This curriculum has been developed for a class of a
sapciiaum of 15 students and this maxlnus should not be exceeded.
ffaM hours allotted for application of various teaching methods










A. To acquaint the instructors with the istportant
place of professional education in the tlarine
Corps.
B. To motivate the instructors to acquire skill
in teaching.
0. To give instructors information about the ob-
jectives, content, and conduct of the course.
II. Training Aids;
Schedule of daily sessions (mimeographed in advance)*
III. Outline;
A. Importance of instructors,
B. Obligation of instructors.
1. To know subject taught.
2. To be able to teach others.
a. Learn importance of job.
b. Develop knowledge and skill in teach-
ing procedures.
c. Know and acquire characteristics of
good instructor.
C. Content of course.
1. List of subjects to be taught (place on
blackboard).
2. Explain each subject brief 1.
3. Show relationship to each other.
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D. Conduct of course.
1. Information on conduct of classes.
2. Information on speeches by class.
3. Information on practice teaching.
4. Information on observation of instruction*
5. Information on reviews and tests.
E. ucstions from class.
riarine Corps Schools lacture—1 period
I. Objective:
To orient the student instructor as to the baeicground
(history), organization, mission and facilities of
the Marine Corps Schools,
II. ^raininc Aid:
A. Organisation Chart of Marine Corps Schools.
B. Maps of training areas.
III. Outline:
A. Brief history of the development of the Marine
Corps Schools.
B. Development of the mission of the Marine Corps
Schools
.
C. Specific nission of each school,
D. Relationship of the mission of the schools to
the responsibilities of the individual instruc-
tor.
E. Organisation of the Sparine Corps Schools.
P. Areas and training facilities.
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Facilities Provided Lscture—1 period
I. Objective:
To familiarise the student instructor with facili-
ties provided for the help and convenience of in-
structors .
II. Outlines




3. Hecord section and library
B. Conduct student instructors in brief tour of
the three sections.
EDWA2IQNM, PSYCHOLOGY
Tlvs Instructor Lecture—1 period
I. Objectives
A, To develop a Job analysis of teachi-
B. To analyse the characteristics, responsibilities,
and duties of an instructor.
IX . References
:
Instructors x Handbook , MC3 2-6, Revised 19A8.
Manual for Naval Instructors (KavPers 16103B), July,
19^7.
Barr, A. S* et al, Supervisions Democratic Leader-
ship in the Iiaproveraent of Learning * Hew York, D.
Appleton, Century Inc., I9$7j Chapter VIII.
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?o:c, James H., Blah, Charles £., and Buffner, Ralph
¥., School ^ministration,, Washington, D. C», School
of Education, George v/ashington University, 19^7*
Vaeth, J. G., What Makes a Successful teacher?




1. Sincerity and honesty in his work.
2. Use of best possible educational procedures
in order that well prepared officers and
laen will be available to the Marine Corps.
3. Take advantage of the experiences of other
instructors in order to make his ml more
profitable and enjoyable.










6. Judgment and tact.
f« Confidence in own ability to teach.
C. What the instructor must be able to do.
1. Stimulate the student's interest.
2. Make leaml. .^eriences vivid so that
iov;ledce will be retained.
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3. Consider individual differences.
k. Eliminate and avoid distracting influene
3. Belate unfamiliar material to familiar
aaterial
.
6. Introduce new material carefully with
minimum of confusion.
7. Stimulate as many physical senses as pos-
sible so tliat learning may be retained.
8. Give an interesting lecture.
9. Present a skilled demonstration.
10. Ask questions effectively.
11. Use training aids effectively,
12. Prepare instructional material.
13. Evaluate student's progress.
D. What the instructor must know,
1. His job and subject matter.
2. How to prepare lesson plans.
3. How to plan instruction.
^. How to check on comprehension when pre-
senting a lesson.








E« The role of tiie instructor In teaching
X, The instructor should possess the follou-
in,
a. A sincere desire to teach
b. Technical saac- :>f the subjects
which be Is to teach.
c. A personality suitable for teaching,
d. Knowled^© of the techniques of in-
struction.
2, Analysis of the instructor.
a. To what extent am I a leader?
b. Do X get along with others?
c. Am I patient?




Do X speak effectively?
Can I inspire others to do their
b*st?
h* Asa X punctual and dependable?
i. Do X present a neat and dignified
appearance?
3. The su ful instructor ifthiftHHi that
he is:
a. Mare of the needs of the stuc
b. Hants fc irices with and
impart knowledge to the students.
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•« AMMNI of the importance of the in-
struction,
d. Enthusiastic in his job,
k. Points ttet help insprove the overall pro-
a. Eaereise your rights as an officer
and as an instructor with extreme
caution.
b. Garry out all your Ira. ional
duties with firmness, confidence,
conviction and dispatch.
Constantly strive I ;dre students
to do their best.
d. Constantly strive to improve |
allty of your ling.
e. Keep up to date in your own specialty.
f
.





A. To develop a cowon understanding of the prin-
ciples of leamln.
3. To explain how a knowledge of hu&an behavior
influences all phases of tralnl?
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C. To ©et Instructors to analyse their ami teach-
ing situations and taalre applications of the
principles stated and escplained in this lesson.
II. References:
Burton, W. H., The guidance of Learning Activities ,
Hew York, D. Appleton-Century, 1944.
faster. Preffigapft Though Better la%cntet&» NavPera
16303*
::, Jam*, K», 3ish, Charles E., and Huffner, Ralph
W., chool Administration* School of Education,
• III I IUPI. Ill ' I III M I I ill Ill' >' *
George Washington University, Washington, D. C,
Ulfi
Gates, Arthur I., et al, Educational Psychology
New York, IScIUllan Co., 1242.
Hughes, A. f*j and Hughes, E, H,, Learning and Teach-
ing, Hew York, Longmans, 1946,
Instructors Handbook WB$ 2-6, 1948.
Kings ley, Howard L., The nature, and Condition of
Learning , Hew York, Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1946.





A. definition of learnin
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1. Learning is a process which results in a
chang© in the behavior of an individual
brought about by action talsen in response
to a felt nmd,
2. Behavior covers all the psychological func-
tions Including perception, emotion, and
thought processes~~a® *seli m motor func-
tions
.
3. Oive examples of learning from everyday
life.
B. Kinds of leamln.
1. Composite liat of terms use
a. Development of naotor skills,





e. Development of understanding.
x «
Developiment of enotlonal activities.
h. Development of attitudes and ideals.
i. Inhibitions—learning to refrain
frosu doing certain tilings.
2, Defined in terras of educational objectives.
a. Skills and habits**skills such as
reading-writinc Wtt arithmetic and
habits of personal hygiene, social
behavior and verbal responses.

b. Khowledge and understanding—informa-
tion about the individual and his
culture, and the application of this
knowledge through understandlnv
c. Attitudes and ideals—tendency to
think, feel and behave in a certain
way with reference to persons, groups
or issues. Ability .recognize and
appreciate worth that lie behind
attitudes
.
C. Laws of learning*
1, The law of effect,
2, Tne law of e;:ercise.
3, The law of readiness.
B, How learning takes place,
1. Learning takes place in an individual NMr
he feels a need, decides to take action to
satisfy tiiat med, tries out several lines
of action as indicated by past experiences,
and hits upon one line of action that mets
the nood. satisfactorily.










B» Characteristics of learning process.
1. Learning is growth-like and continous.
a. ^Saturation and learning ore vitally
related
.
b. Each individual has his own rate of
:>wth.
c. Mental traits—^imagination, reasoning,
mmor&j generalising—appear together
and not in aerial order.
d* Heredity and environment ciust inter-
act in order to produce (growth, and
so growth may be accelerated or re«*
'carded in terras of Inherited ability.




Growth is not autosaatie but must be
nurtured,
3Tne decline of growth is not as early
as was formerly believed.
2, Learning tn purposeful.







(1) Sense of importance.
(2) Conformity,
(3) Family beliefs and traditions.
e. Host effective learning results when
need, goal, and purpose are clearly
perceived by learner.
d. Importance of parent or teacher in
perceiving true purpose of individ-
ual's learning.
3* Learning involves appropriate activities
that engage a naxlsium number of senses.
a. Learning involve© appropriate activ-
ities .
b. Learning should involve all senses
c. too much learning is carried: on
through the eyes and ears alone,
d. The more senses that are involved
the more vivid the experience becomes
e. Some people differ in their ability
to use the various senses
.
Learning must be challenging and satisfying.
a. Related to motivation.
In Learning goal mist be clearly per-
ceived, attainment within learner's
ability, and learner must have the
desire to attain the goal.
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c. Satisfaction in learning is a ful-
fillment of nee ipor-
tance.
d. Challenging and satisfying charac-
teristics of learning are definitely
related*
5. Learning must result in functional under-
standing .
a. Meaning of information in terms of
its relation to otter areas is known
to the learner.
b. General inferences can be drawn fr
the specific information by the learner
so that information and inferences
can be used in new situations.
6, Learning is affected by emotions.
a* Little is yet knovm about the effects
of emotions on learning except that
emotions do very definitely affect
emotions
.
b. Emotional tone—either pleasant or
unpleasant—both affect learnin ; ;.
e. Strong emotions HIV carry individual
to a disintegrative state.
|« Instructors mist learn to be able
to instigate proper emotional tone,

and to recognize intensity of erto-
tlons In students.
e. Bssotlons are trainable.
7. Learning is affected by the physical and
social environment
.
a. The leal envirorcaent should be
suitable to the kind of learning
taking place and to the activities
selected for use in the learning
situation.
b. The social background of the learner
affects his learning.
c. The personality of the teacher af-
fects the learner and his leamin
d. The interaction between members of
a group affects the quantity and
quality of group learning.
F. Summary*
V. Application:
A* Present each student with a work sheet listing
the seven characteristics of leamin.
B. Have each student write under each principle a
brief illustration how this principle can be used
to improve instruction,
C. Have selected students present ideas to class.

Interest and Motivation Lecture—1 period
iw imn "m ill ~ uu i i i«i«ii iiii » - i i i,i» i . ., i iii i *
I* Objective:
A* To isspress students with the importance of in-
terest and motivation in learning.
B. What Ii motivation?
C. What Ii function of motivation and interest in
learning?
B* Method® of motivation and creating interest,
IX . Heferences :
Fox, Ja&es H., Bish, Charles B., and Ruffrier, Ralph
W., School iUMLnigtration j School of Education,
* m mm urn m i ft ii >.i« mi i uu m i y tiiii * *
George Washington University, Washington, D.C*, 19^7
#
Frescottj D. A., Emotion .and, the Educative Process** * Wi lli l inn i min i «m»ii« mi H «m ih | - i iim i mi———tomnwi n ibii*
Washington American Council on Education, 1936.
^horndySce, 1. L., ^Ml?WP*& ofi Vm*** ntefa]6$&tel>




a. Desire of student to pursue activity
because of pleasure experienced.
b. Desire to pursue activity stimulated
by value observed.
c. Desire to pursue an activity because
of curiosity.
d. Desire to pursue an activity because
of enthusiasm and leadership of instructor.
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e. Process of Inserting pleasure in
otherwise dull activities.
B. Types of interest.
1. Temporary,
a. temporary with no basic foundations.





a. Interest developed fro© understand-
ing of values and application of
activity,
b. Interest developed from repeated ear-
lier activities
.
C. Purpose of Motivation in learning.
1. villi improve effectiveness of learning
through the development of desirable in-
terests.
2. A well motivated class will nlnlaize dis-
ciplinary problems.
3. Kill serve to develop more permanent in-
terest in activity.
«i, liabits and skills will be more effectively
developed.
D. Principles determining the development of in-
terests ,
1. New interests grown out of old interests.
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2. An interest In activity pursued muet be
felt for effective learning,
3. To become permanent, an interest must be
based on an understanding of the practical
application of the activity*
4. Student interest is closely related to
student ability.
B, Effective nethods of classroom activation*
1* Classroom activity is motivated through
effective classroom organisation and raan-
a^ement
,
2, {Motivated i a dispatch in the develop-
ment of a clans activity,
3. Motivated by the insertion of familiar
4. Motivated throu&h inclusion of related
activities,
5. Motivated through siethods to indicate
progress of individuals,
6. Motivated through uae of various methods
of Ijiftiita
f, Motivate*! through frequent, short and
valid teatc > provided purpose of tests are
thoroughly explained
.
8. Motivated through occassional commendation.
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9* Hotlvated through use of appropriate visual
aids.
10. Motivated through student participation
in class.
11. Ifotlvated through provision of opportunity
for out of class continuation of activity.
P. Results of effective motivation.
1. learning rate is Increased.
2. More desirable changes produced in students.
3. Learning becomes nore permanent.
4. Student attitudes becosie more desirable.
5* The greater the interest, the more intense
the student participation in the class.
C. Iteasurins results of Motivation,
1. Observed.
a. Observation of greater Interest.
b. Improved product from classroom.
c. More favorable attitude observable.
d. Necessary habits becoroe more per: -
anent
.
e. Evidence of progress in developraent
of skills and abilities.
2. Tests.




b. Greater understanding of concepts
developed.








Instructor's Tiandbook , WW 2-6, 2>9fe>8»
Ruch, I X.., Psychology and Life, Education Manual







B. Ebbin&hauE curve of forcettiri .









6. Failure to coraplete a task.
7. Effects of age,
D. Laws of mviovy.
1. Original mastery.
2. Intensity of original impression.
3. Overlearning,
Individual Differences Lecture—1 period
I. Objective:
A. To stress the importance of the individuality
. student
B. To show how individuals differ from one another.
C. To show student instructors how to provide for
individual differences in the classroom.
II . References
:
?o::, James H., Bish, Charles M*$ and Ruffner, Ralph
w\, School Ministration , School of Education,
George Washington University, Washington, B.C., 19^7
»
Freenan, Frank 3., Individual Differences , Henry
Holt I Co., Hew York, 193*.
Gilliland, A. R., and Clark, E. L., Psyc
trnflj-'trhmi r*onces, Prentice -Hall, Inc., Hew York,
'








B. Intensity of problem recognised by:
1. The basis used for admitting students to
schools
.
2. The number of students for which each
teacher is responsible.
3. The professional training and experience
of the school staff,
C. How students differ.
1. Physical and emotional differences.
a. Four aspects of physical health,
general health, health history,
physical handicaps, and health habits,
influence and individual's work in
school.
b, Emotionally maladjusted individual
saay be classified as, (1) those who
are too aggressive, e::tre»iely extro-
vertive and self confident and (2)
those who are too retiring, moody
and introvertive
.
2. Differences In hota© background*
a. How happy is family as a group?
b* Does horae present any creat emotional
problem?
3. Differences in intelligence €tnd aptitudes.
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a* Intelligence determined by heredity
and maturation and varies with the
individuals physical and rental con-
dition.
b. Aptitudes are an individual's present
characteristics which are indicative
of future potentialities.
ty. Differences in levels of school achievement
a. Achievement in aazae field and also
other fields important.
b. May be obtained from previous school
-rades and achlevesrent tests.
5. Differences in chronological ases of stu-
dents .
a. lias bearing on physical and emotional
health, interests, and aims.
b. Instructor must be familiar with
effect of age on leami<
0. Providing for individual differences.
1. School policies
a* Selection of students.








b, Elected courses—course© not required
for general course, but which may be
elected by Individual.
3. Physical facilities of school.
a. School plant should be adequate.
b. Adequate materials and equipment,
c. Special rooms and equipment for
reiaedial classes.
d. Special teaching aids available.
h. Organizing and scheduling classes.
a. Allowing time for teacher to give
individualised aid.
b. Grouping of students into classes.
5. Guidance program.
a. Aiding students to Kiake wise choices.
b. Aids instructors who have serious
cases of student maladjustment.
6. Instructional devices.
a. Individual instruction.
b» Differentiation of work in classes.







PhyBlcal Aapeeta of the Claaaroo! Lecture—1 period
.i.Af i nnillim H—Mfc—Mil I «il III i n » Ill I III m i«" 'iii»jiii w
Application**1 period
I. Objective:
Although it is not expected that the instructor will
have much control over the actual physical layout
of the classrooms, he should be able to take the
•reatest advantage of the facilities offered, and
minimize distractions. The objective of this course
is to acquaint the instructor with good and bad
classroom designs, to impress upon him the necessity




Array Instruction, TO 21*250, War Department, 19*3,
In i *f m in i i i ii * * * " *"
Cooke, Dennis, Haraon, Hay L., and Proctor, Arthur
M
.
, Principles of School Administration , Edueat ional*
' »n - ».! » ii iin \mm~m—m »n n I i " i I n . n n *
Publishers Inc., Minneapolis, 1938.
III. Outline:
A. Ventilation.
1. Proper flow of air.
2. Proper temperature
3. Heating equipment
*. Effects of poor ventilation
B. Light ii
1. Importance of proper Ughtlxa
2. What is proper lighiin

3. Arrangeruents of ©eats for proper lightin
4. Location of blackboards, charts, etc., for
proper lighting.
5. lighting by natural sunlight.
6. How to Improve the light in, ,






1. Importance of orderly classroou.
2. Arrangement of furniture.
3. Clean blackboards.




1. So that everyone can see and hear.
2. Seating In terms of social relationship.






2. Hanging objects, disarrangement of pictures,
charts, etc







A. Conduct class on visits to various classrooiss,
shops, etc, representing both good and bad.
Point out and discuss good and bad points of
each room, and show how improvements can be
V, Hints to instructors
A, Emphasize this lesson by pointing out to students
that the class will do practice teaching soon.
Present these factors as important ones for them
to remember and consider in their practice teach*
xn^ •
CUHHICULu^I HETOLOHMT
Curriculum Development Lecture—1 period
II I M ill H I nil llll |l m i I| || | | |ll« l| l » lll»M|<*|l|| » .1 *
Application—2 periods
I. Objective:
To teach the student instructor a practical tech-
nique for la; vat a course of instruction and to
provide him with an opportunity for practical ap-
plication,
II, References:
Instructions for Preparing Curricula in Standard
iiii in mm 1 1 minium >i(Mnwi<iiiwiiin ii im w~ ' "hhhii«m«.h i ip iiiii i^(ii-'fiirinriiir(fl1lwiiili-r^'rowhi-t<n •'" • i n -rr—irn—m ni inidi inrnnMnwrrn uhhimii min r -
T-Iavy Form , HavPerii 16012, 19^5.
i in Urn— in it " "^ "





1. A systematic group of courses or a sequence
of subjects required for completion of a
or field of study.
2. A general over-all plan of the content or
specific Materials of instruction that the
school should offer the student to qualify
hin in the particular field of study.
B. Function.
1. V/here are we f*ta
2. How are we golnc to get there?
C. Preparation of currlculu
1. Consideration of the objective.
2. Consideration of the student group.
3. List of essential subjects.
4. Allotment of tine.
5. Procrari of instruction,
6. Order of precentation
.




A. Require students to \mrk out a course of instruc-
tion for a proposed non-coramissioned officers
school.







Hold critique on students • solutions and present
school solution.
D. Place emphasis upon methods used.
V. Hints for instructors.
Because of time limitations most of mechanical work:




A. To prepare the student for subsequent instruc-
tion.
B. To introduce the five-step xaethod of instruction.
II. References:
Kerch, H. Randolph, and Estabrooke, Edward C, 250
Teaching Techniques, Bruce Publishing Co., Milwaukee,
iftl«
Manual for Naval Instructors , KavPers 16103.
11 11 1 iinimnfinr-— wnnn
—
in imr '- min i iw i m n m i - —i—
"
nn rmrrr
Instruetor ! s Guide , T.O. Ho. 30-1-3* Army Air Forcer..
Instruetor ' s Handbook , TTC3 2-6, 1
III. Training MAM
Arrcy Training Film, "'Military Instruction 11 , &avy
Ho -1479.
IV. Outline: Lecture—1 period
A. Technical Aspects of teachlr.
B, Characteristics of instruction.
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1. Proper introduction of lesson.
2. Follow an approved lesson plan.
3. Use step by step lesson presentation.
h. Utilise accepted principles of learnir
5. Provide for student to learn by doi;
6. Make effective use of proper teach!
cjethods
.
7. Make efficient use of proper training
aids
.
8. Stake proper sur^naries.
9. Adequate evaluation of student's leamin
C. The teaching process,
A. The five-step method.
B. Brief discussion of each step.




A. To impress student with the is$>ortance of thorough
preparation.
B. To acquaint students with methods of preparation
and use of the lesson plan,
C. To develop skill in preparing lesson plans.
XI. Referenc'.
<b, liari , "The Use of the ft I Plan, Busi-
ness Edu ._;., December, 19^6, pp. 1:3-1
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Instructors f Handbook > 11C3 2-6, 19^8.
Manual for Navy Instruetoys
,
HavPers 16013.
Mursell, Jasaes L., "The Lesson Plan and Its Psycho-
logical Development, u Business .Education World ,
November, 13^6, pp» 137-139.
Shipboard Trainir ; .anual , Fart 2, HavPers 90110.
' i i ltti i in
•
» i«—iiii<«i»im ii 1 '"—**mmmi > '<»rmnimiHi'mmlmiim«
III. Training Ado*
"The Lesson Plan,'"' strip Flln SH-98.
Mimeographed sample lesson plans.
IV. Outline:
A. Purpose and value of lesson plan.
1. Definition—A written lesson plan ii a
blueprint of instruction,, designed to show
what is to be taught and how it is to be
2 . Purpose
.
a. To standardise teaching*
b. To assure complete coverage of es-
sential nsaterlal.
c. To assure best use of class tla».
d. To assure effective usa^e of factors
that pro-note leamln
e. To assure proper allocation of time
to each part of lesson.
f
.
To define objectives of the lesson.
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g. To serve as neans of relating each
lesson to a course of study,
h. To provide a definite, visible plan
that nay and should be reviewed and
revised on the basis of results shown
by tests.
3 . Value *
a. Gives instructor confidence.
b. Allows instructor ooraethine tangible
on which to mice a rapid checkup
before teaching.
c. Aids in presenting laaterial in proper
sequence for effective learning
d. Provides schedule on which instructor
can time himself.
3, Acceptable lesson plan form.
1. Parts of a lesson plan.
a. Title of the lesson.
b. List of objectives—simple, concise
and complete stateraents of what the
students are expected to learn from
the lesson.
c. Training aids to be used—filus,
strip filias, mock-ups, actual equip-







e. Introduction—warn-up or notivation
by use of stories, illustrations,
overview of topics to be studied,




procedure to be followed and outline
of subject matter.
g. Swaaary~*brief sugary of important
points covered,
h. Application— doing by students to
make use of new imowledg© and skills.
i. Examination-Devaluation of lesson,
j. Ass ignraent—indication of relation
of present lesson with next assignment
C. Preparation of lesson plans.
1. Determine the lesson objective.
2. Analyze lesson snaterlals and key points.
3. Research for proper references.
t, Determine training aids to be used.
5* Flan method of instruction.






11. Check lesson plan for all Important points
S. Method and Importance of prior preparation of





A. Application periods to consist of two two-hour
periods in which one hour of each is a prepara-
tion period for preparing a lesson plan*
B. Have students prepare two sanple lesson plans
which will be presented and din cussed in two
one-hour classes
.
VI. Hints to instructors*
It is suggested several arrangements of lesson plans
se made available in mimeographed form. In the ap-
plication phase students should prepare lesson plans




A. To discuss use of Hi lecture nethod.
B. To suggestion;: for presentation of lecture.





Instructors * jfendbeok, MCS 2-6, SfM
Manual for Ilavy Instructors , HavPera 16103, Pet).,
1 H I III—*»—»—»—W»—«III M|IM« Ill l ittill III llllllll l -J»X«»««——»»*IH IIiHI||l I )* ""* " r
ffueller, A. D., Principles .^Jtetftgdo In Mnl%
Education , Prentice-Hall, Hew York, 1937.
HUH,——iM—WT , 1 * ' " •" ""
III . Outline
:
A. Season for us©.
1. To create interest, to Influence, stimulate
or mold opinion.
2. To impart information.
B. Characteristics.
1. Lecturer must be expert in subject knowl-
edge and delivery must be interest ir..
2. It puts emphasis on instructor activity,
rather than student activity.
3. Encourages receptivity on part of learner.
4. Its lack of visual appeal can be partly
offset by proper use of training aids.
C. Suggestions for preparation.
1. Adapt material to educational level of the
audience.
2. Decide exact points to be covered,
3. Study best available material.
4. Arrange material in most teacliable order.




6. Jot down points to be covered on a card
at which you can glance while talkin
7. Rehearse lecture aloud.
Do not have lecture too Ion







4. Host Cosmo/a errors in use of voice.
E. Presentation of lecture.
1. Conversational tone.
2. Use short and clear sentences.
3. Use actual happenings and experiences as
illustrations
.
t# Use humor only if it illustrates the point.
£. Emphasise points that will improve students*
understanding.
6, Develop pleasing and confident personality.
7, Develop own natural style, not an imitation
of someone else.
8. Make each student feel as if lecture is
directed at him.
9. See and understand reactions of students
during lecture.
D. Application procedures for use with lecture.
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1. Plan for and inf ;udents of teat or
discussion to follow.
2. Provide for note-taldx
3. Us© of questions during lecture.
B. Advantages of lecture method.
1. Many Ideas can be presented in a short
tiiiie.
2. Can be presented to large group.
3. Provides basic .saterials.
|„ Effective Introduction to a conference
period,
5. Siawiarizes materials rapidly.
6. Can be adapted to abilities and interests
of any group.
7. Subject matter can be changed or niodified
easily,
8. Provides opportunity to present material
from instructor^ own experience.
F . Disadvantages
.
1. Cannot be certain if lecture is zaaking
proper impression.
2. Difficult to maintain interest.
3. .Does not require student participation.
|4 Easily be H Ml consurai:
5. Danger of fltriation froa main topic.
6. Problem solving is limited.
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IV. Hints to instructors.
A. Prepare and use charts to eiaphaslze major points.




I . Objective t
A. To familiarise the student with the techniques
of conducting a demonsoration.
B. To give the student an opportunity to conduct
demonstrations *
II. References:
How to Give a Personstrat ion, IlavPers lo301.
Instructors ' Guide t T.O. No. 30-1-3* Army Air Forces,
1I11 ihiii 11 11 « ii ii 111 .iiniiii. 11 1 mi ' '» •" ^
Shipboard Training Manual > Part 2, HavPera 90110.
III. Training Aids*
"Giving a Shop Deraoaatratlon, '' Ilavy training Film
Ho, i.
"Learning by Ootna'% Havy Butaim MJH No. i$J~532BB.
IV. Outline:
A. Definition—The process of WftfltTfJg and explain-
ing to students how to do something with tools,





1. Adaptable to classroom or shop instruction.

n2. Can be used with individuals or small
groups.
3. More difficult with very large groups.
C. Suggestions for preparation.
1. Prepare lesson plan from job analysis.
2, Select and set up necessary equipment.
3, Rehearse demonstration, tissing carefully.
4. Arrange tools, machines, and training aids
for maximum use.
cj. Determine the best location for student
observation.
D. Conducting the demonstretion.
1. Prepare she student*.
a. Arcane interest.
b. ?ui students at ea^
c. Find out what students already Imow.
Give the demonstration.
a. Large ^oup technique*
(1) Explain and show complete
process
.
(2) Hepeat and emphasise steps in
process
(3) Oo through process at nonaal
MAj tifltidftg and answerin
questlew
b. Small Group technique.

(1) Instructor does and tells step
by step.
(2) Instructor does while student
tells.
(3) Student does and tells.
(4) Student doe© under supervision,
3* Assign practice and drills for students.
E. Increasing the effectiveness of demonstrations.
1. Make demonstrations short and snappy.
2. race students while talking.
3. Put special emphasis on iisportant points.
4. use student assistants when possible.
3. Emphasize safety precautions.
6. Use oral questlonin
7. Test or check promptly after the demon-
stration.
8. Perform steps accurately under normal condi-
tions .
9. Clarify the meaning of all new terms.
10. Student activity should follow as soon as
possible after demonstration.
F, Advantages of demonstration.
1. Baploya multiple senses.
2. It is objective.










2. Linited as to group slsse*
3. Eequirea extensive preparation and rehearsal
4. necessary equipsaent not always available.
V. Application:
A. The application phase consists of two hours of
preparation and two hours of application.
B. Have each student prepare a desionstration of
soise Qtnple tool, material or equipiaent.





A. To examine the conference as a xaethod of instruc-
tion,
B. To acquaint the students with the various types
of conferences, especially those used in the
Marine Corps school.







Vox, James H., Bish, Charles E., and RuxTner, Ralph
tf., School Administration , School of Education,
"*
ii i an—ix—mmtmwmmm** immmmt»w inn. r *
George Washington University, Washington, D.C., 19^7
•
Handbook for Discussion Leaders 3 NavPers 116975-A.
McBumey and Hance, The Principles and Methods of
Discussion .
III, Training Aids:
Prepared charts, eisphaslsing raajor points,
















1. When members have some imowledge of subject.
2. When knowledge of members may be of some
value.
|a In introduction phase of a lesson to allow
participation to develop interest.
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%«, With lecture or demonstration to chock: on
student's Icnovrledge.
£. Characteristics*
1. Results In acceptance of good suggestions
and rejection of bad ones.
2. Stimulates individual thinking.
3. tendency for right answers and right solu-
tions to dominate,
F. Qualifications of the leader.
1. Leaders can be trained,
2. *fuet have respect for opinion of others,
3. Must be patient and able to get along with
4. Must believe collective wisdon and good
judgment are better than those of any
single isftjaber.
3. Keed not be an expert on the subject or an
excellent public speaker.
G, Puties and functions of the leader*
1. Before the confessence
.
a. Arrange for proper seating.
b. Eliminate ail possible distractions.
c. Check lightins &ft3 ventilation.
d. Prepare introductory renarics.
e. Prepare discussion outline.
f
.




2. During the conference.
a. K&ep an inforr:ial attitude.
b. Give introduction—state subject and
relate to knowledge of group,
c. Kaise is^>ortant questions and help
group find proper answers.
d. Keep discussion on ri^ht track.




ft&mh a conclusion—all xv&ed not
g. Keep raain points on blackboard,
h. Conclude discussion promptly before
interest wanes,
V, Application:
A. The application period shoulu consist of two
periods of preparation and two of application.
3, Have each student prepare a conference outline.
C, Have selected students conduct a short confer-
ence in accordance vrith their prepared outline.
Appllcation—Introduotion Lecture--! period
I. Objective:
A. To acquaint the *tu<le; ..;portance of
i application plaase of tho hatching phase.





Instructors * Handbook, WiB 2-6, 1$&8.
Instructor' a Guide, T.O. 30-1-3 Army Air Force.
Ill I Illl II II Ml V
Shipboard Training Manual , NavPfitrs 90110.
Army Instruction TO 21-250 War Department, 19^3.
III. Training Aids:
Photographs j slides ahowii ~>ups at work under
supervision of Instructor.








1. To provide students with an opportunity to
put into practice vhftft they have learned.
2. .srrect student errors on the spot.
3 # To develop accuracy in student performance.
ty. To develop effective student habits.
It ac certain student attitudes and apti-
tudes .
develop leadership qualities among
St- ,3.







1. Coach and pupil.
2. Individual instruction.




1. Student must understand fully what he is
to do*
2. necessary ®w& sufficient equipsient nust be
on hand.
3. Supervision met be careful and continuous.
4. Students must be given standards of per-
formance*
5. This phase must be criticised upon comple-
tion.







%. With siap and terrain exercises, troop lead-
ing exercises, and field problems , which
will he MUM up in detail in subsequent
lectures
.
Application—Hap and Terrain Exercises Lecture—1 period
I i Objective
:
To familiarize the student with the process of con-




Instructors' Handbook, MCS 2-6, 1S&8.
military Training M 21-5, War
III, Training Aids.
Mimeographed sample problem sheets.
IV. Outline:
A. Use of xmp and terrain exercises.





3. Plans or orders,
C. Choosing the terrain.
D. Writing the situation.
1. Strength, location an<* mission of enemy.
2. Strength* location, and mission or friendly
forces
.
3. Achieving clarity , brevity, and reason-
ableness.
S. ItaM for stating Hi tactical situation.
F. Conduct of exercise.
0, Critique.
Application—Troop Leading ^zeroises Lecture—1 period
I. Objective
j
To fttiHitlmrtlft students with the process of con-









A. V&9 of troop leading exercise.
1. To train leaders of snail units*
2. To bridge gap between siap and terrain
exercises and field problens,




1. The TLX is rigidly controlled.
2. The TLX does not involve a test of the
tactical judgment of the student, but
rather the mechanics of troop leading*
3. The BX consists of a single situation of
a short duration. It oay be halted at any
time to correct errors.
D. Conduct of the tt
E. Critique.
"v". Hints to instructors:
Distribute several saiaple problems, and so through
these problems in detail, showing how to conduct




/feP^PSt^on—r-loie I'PobTflfHfe Lecture—1 period
I. Objective:
To fijBiliigp&MI the student vith the process of oon«
:tiji^ field problem
IX , Refere
-» i n 1 n nww—i h iiimii 1 tmm u » ' i mmiw r i mmm m * m ir
::n. ttmlning Aids:
MWMtAWl M tar a field problem
IV, Outll:
A. Purpose of field problem.
uireisent
C. Preparation.
1, Great- .0 situation,
2, OhftOiittj the terrai:-
.
$* KrovHi^s for j ifi fe$| --..- ,tco
-o.
3, Plan c .jrol.
D« Duties of the instructor.







mmm and studeht evaluation
Tea tin..; Techniques Lecture—1 period




A. To introduce the subject of educational evalua-
tion and iseasurement
.
B. To esaphaslze the iisportance of correct testing,
C. To develop an understanding of the various test-
ing techniques.
D. To develop an understanding of the criteria for
good testing as a basis on which nay be developed
ill In prepari >und teats.
II „ References s
Constructing and Uains Aohlavsisent Sfegtg, KavPers
linii,
Instructor's Guide * T.O. 30-1-3, Araay Air Forces.
ffhftp^oard Tr^infoj, Manual, HavFers £0110.
Rinsland, Henry fr*# J on.Qtrucv.iAE. ..Jests and Grading* W w m mmurmwwimim i i hum il>« » m inm »m , n . mm*
antice-Ball, New York, 1937*
ft*** •* «m fo^lOT^*,..^ Todays Schools, Prentice-
Ll, Hew York, 19^7.
III. Tralnln Hi
ffkueographed copies i'ferent types of teats*
IV. Outline:
A. Purpose of testing
.
l r Helps student
a. Focus attention on Important points.
b. &toogni&i v;here he Is weal:.
c. Determine hia progress
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2. Helps Instructor to:
a. Evaluate effectiveness of his instruc-
tion,
b* Beternlne what noeds to be reviewed •
c. Recognize Individual differences.
d, Detemine if student Is ready to ad-
vance .
e* Assign grades.
f. Encourage and challenge students.










C. Advantages and disadvantages of each type,
D. Administration of tests.
1. Giving the test in the saxae way.
2. Giving the test under the best possible
conditions
.
3. Results of proper administration.







A. To give the icnowledge necessary for construe
~
tion of written teats.
B. To teach students to formulate v?ritten tests.
C. To explain the construction and application of
scoring Scey*.
II . References i
ponstructin^ and Ualn& Aehleversent Tests, NavPers
168C
Instructor 's Guide * T.O. Ho. 50-1-3 Artsy Air Forces.
Shipboard Training Manua^, HavPers 90110.
III. Training Aids:
riimographed copies of tests showing right and wong
types of questions.
Designing Examinations 15 , Havy Fllia Ho. 3Ji~96A and
IV. Outline:
A. Approach to written test construction.
1. Determine area test is to cover.
2. Analyze and select itens of most .importance
in this area.
|, Select a rex>resent;ative sailing.
B. Essay Type.
1. Framing the question.
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fce clear and concise*
b. Allow for only one correct answer.
c. State questions so that they can be
answered in short statements,
2, Constructing the test.
a« Linit the number of questions to
allow completion within tlrae avail-
able.
b. Include sone easy and soiae difficult
tum -
3, Weighing the itens.
a* Assign more points to difficult
questions
.
b. To persait ease in grading* total
weights should equal 100.
|g Preparing the scoring RMS
a. Set forth the correct answer for
each question.
b. Arrange so that taey can be placed
beside test paper.
o. Statin MM Itif accuracy.
5. Cocking for validity and reliability.
m .
1. Writing the test Items.
a. :-!ultiple choice.

1(l) v to be conplated or
questlor ered.
(l four choices should
be used.
(3) Brinr: space for ansiser to &%m
of paper,
(k) Llct choices In column.
(5) State questions that will tend




(1) Make directions clear,
(2) Limit to one subject In each
MR,
(3) Avoid clues.
(k) Thorou. ^ute order
of questions and answers.
) Have three to [ >ve answers
m questions in each item.
(G) Put S3pace for anaisers on edge
of paper,
c. Completion Items.
(1) Be sure fcliere la only one answer.
(2) Use just one tlanlc for a single
sentence
.




(%) Thoroughly WtM true and fals*
lteiss.
(3) Avoid giving clues.
(6) Subtract nusiber wrong from
nusiber right to get ra>* score.
2. Construct Inz the te^t.
a* May be isado up of one or a eoE&lna-
ttH of objective type/.*
,
b. Determine the total number of lte*aa
IK basi;s of tlae available.
e. HH iteras—multiple choice and
Wfc .. Mm £lven nore *§££& than
tap ase.
3. Con (Ml scoring fclj%
a. Set down correct responses for each
question.
b. Place on narrow strip of paper—one
strip for each page of RHtt«
c. Arrange strips so that responses are
eraxctly aligned with spaces provided
for ttiiiWW on tec: §sp»
Performance Tests Lecture—1 period
I ( Objective
:
A. To give students information necessary for con-
struction of perforraance tests.

1<#
B. To teach technics by which performance teats






pnd Using; ,v, ...ovQoen.t Sects, HavPew
168G3.
Instructor's Guide, »t#« Ho. 30-1-3, teiy Air Forces
S^Ffe,?,^ fosflniig ?fonuffl* KavPere 90110,
III. Training Aids*
.onstrafce the ad-
.tration^of a short perfomance |
IV. Outline:
A. Preparation of the test.
1, Detemlne skills and knowledge to be mea-
2. /Select job or operation to be laeasured.
3. Analyse job or operation.
Ii fcrtorm test before using In class,
a. C~ i ?or t;
b* Note key points that niay be measur-
able to assist in standardization.
3. Administration of MM test.
1. Prepare carefully and thoroughly,
a. VBien student begins IMh on test, check
elements to be rsseasure;.
a, Quality of finished Job.

Mi





3. Establish standards for scoring,
a. Repeat teat with several students.
& Record performance on -zcj olenenta.
c* Deternine acceptable standards for
elesaents of performance.
d. $m$&* weights for different elements
h. Topical operations 3uitaoie for performance
tents
?. I Mtruetors.
A. Prepare and demonstrate a s*ior tomttm* test.
B. Fr, for a !; discussion period.
Soorln- and Xnte^p^tatipn o
mj ffesfrs Lecture—2 'periods
I. Objective:
A. *Fo teach the use of scoring keys,
B. To teach JjiiplnltfiH of translating rav? test scores
into classroon grades.
C. To develop the ability to Interpret test scores
as a 236;. B evaluate the insti*uction and the
student's mastery of the subject*
XI . References
:





Samples of scoring Icey.
Graph paper
•II charts showing ^ade translation craph, grade
distribution sheets and distribution curves,
IV. Outlines
A. Scoring keys.
1, Purpose of scoring keys.
2. Types of scoring tee;
J. Coast* a of scorii. s.
B. Interpretation of scores.
1* Use i| test scores.
2. Translation if raw scores into £i*ades.
a* Arranges .. scores on dls~
.ation sheet.
b. Establishment of high and lovi grades
with reference to ap: ftf scores.
a. Allocation of grades through propor-
tion.
ii Allocation of grades through trans-
lation graph*
C. Analysis of area of failure.
X>. Analysis of distribution of scores.




V. Hints to instructors.
A. "Eftls presentation Kill require a great deal
of painstaking preparation.
B. TealiniQ.ues outlined for use of distribution
sheet and grade translation graph, as well as
the use of proportion, will need to be demon-
strated
SWmBJES, REVIEWS $ffi) CRITIQUES
Sumaries, j&'.iws and Critiques Lecture—1 period
I, Objectives





Instructors'' Handbook Z1QS £-6, 19^3*
Array Instruction , <m 21-250, War Departisent, 19^3-
III . Outline t
A. Purpose of sussaaries, discussions, reviews, and
critiques
.
1. To allow tiie instructor to MMttV&H and
re-erjphaeljse isaportant Taaterial presented-
2. £o allow students to I IMiitiOf and
raise objection




B. Susssarles and discussions of lectures, demon-
strations and conferences.
C. Critique of field exercises*
1. Preparation for tisse and place.
2. Standards of achievement to be applied as
a basis for injportant points,
3. Inproitsptu nature' of critique.
4. Mote tflfcftji during; observation.
5* Form for critique.
6. ,v*uctlve critic ie.
Liary of tactical 1- $*
D. Di£cuE,
1. Tlsae for discussion,
2. Preparation.
3. Avoidance of arguiaents.
,
Presentation of connect solution
THAXNIHa AIDS
ft^S-ae
-:-h--forays ^..^on^ M&jBBMi lirtaw^t period
X. Objective:
acquaint student ;;it;-. the ii;iportance of using
tr- j aide i§ a part of instruetion,
,
To ei.: Bi the differo. .rainins aids
-ion of each in the learning process,
I
:
How to Use graining Aids , NavPers 12500.
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Bale, Edgar, Audio-Visual FipbhQ&s in SteachinK , The
Dryden Press, Hew York, 194o,
Bent, Sllworth C, '£#. Audio-Visual Handbook Society
for Visual Education, Chicago, 19^
Catalog of gaining ffilas for tne United States
Havy and Marine Corps, HavAer OO-8O-V-69.
List or Training jj&gU Bji MMMh *** ^^ ^^
lotins, liar Department , HI 21-7.
XIX. draining Aid.




A. Issportanc© of Training Aids.
i. Increase unifonalty in training.
2. im ti&e.
3. Increase student interest.
..increase student retention.
3. Improve student understandi:-






















C. Selection and prepa aid*.
1, Sel -re trainin u basis
of need an
a. Determine what aids are needed.
b. Determine ire available
frc . .jouro<
c Prepare own itii if none are avail-
le.
d. Arrange for procure .vnd setting
up.
(1) Hake sure all are avail*
able and in ^ion.
(2) 1 aids and preview
§i<
e. Arrange Tor pa I I proper room con-
ditio





A. Revievr the iiaportance of training aids in
World War II.
B. "tress the Importance of usiri^ all types of
aids.
Training Aids—Selection, Evaluation ana Utilisation
Lecture—1 period
I. Objectives
A. To emphasise the importance of selecting: the
right aid.
B. To stress the importance of evaluating each aid
as to its specific correlation with the course
of study.
C. To diseuss and demonstrate the important factors
in proper utilisation of training aids.
IX. References:
Catalog of Training Fltos for ^he United States ffayy
and ilarlne Corps , NavAer O0-8O-V-6C,
List of Training Fifes, ?llm Strips, and Filia Dul-
i i in m iiiwi i in i i fflTi-- - mrin' i i -' —
i
n—r~- -irr-tfrn* r-— --r — i-r -
.letins « War Department, PM 21-7.
How to Use Training Aids , NavPers 12$00.
Dale A Edgar, Audio-Visual Methods in Teaching* The* **' *
. » r»n»»ii»ii'« m i in i m>i«i i i <ui»»^»»«»Mm ii" ii " i n' m»<» m i i » i in i»»- «nm nit nn l iW *
Dryden Press, Hew York, |$M
III. Training Aids:
PUN Tactics % Navy Film Ho. lfti-3731.
IV. Outline:
A. Importance of selection.
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1. Selection of aids that will iseet specific
curriculum and subject matter requirements .
2. Selection of aids that will give purposeful
experience
.
3. Selection 3 s that can be procured at
tiiae needed.
B. Reasons for evaluating each aid oeforo it is used,
1. To check on ita adaptability to course,
2, To atee if the aid was produced to be used
at. the grade level of your class
,
,
To saatas sure students will m .:md all
.Ms and terms \zz&l.
k* To determine if tiound and picture are of
fnaU I
5, 0?o check exact content of ti» aid and to
deten&Xne |$sdta|
$, Utilisation.
1, 3tate the purpose fur Mkgg aid.
0. Point out important facto that the student
. Chow liow this aid will clarify certain
is -
Make sure roon is ready for utilisation
of Si
5. Conduct follow-up activities.
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6, Hold etudent© acceptable for contents of
aid in evaluations,
B. Value of preparation*
1. Assist© in the effective organization of
the lesson,
2. Assures that necessary equipment 1$ on
Itand
»
3. It is excellent means for planning for
student pert i c l$i t ion
.
V. Hints to instructor
A. In showing "Film Tactics", prepare class for tine
showing of film to denonsfcrate this procedure,
B. Carry out follow-up procedure after showing of
film
,
Training Aids—Peslsnlns Training Aids Lecture—1 period
i H i li » i nn m"» I tm ' Du» , im li i i> i oi—m«n i iW -,i .h . .Trip - «.,, » »m « -*fci—«m«». *
1 , Objective
:
A. To acquaint students with training aids that have
been designed by other instructors,
B. To suggest nethods of planning and desiring




How to Use Training Aids, KavPers 12500,
Bale, Edgar, Audio-Viaual tlethoda In Teacitlni^ The
* —•' * ill llHlllli ! ii 1 I illiiiMii uliwHW^II Hiill i» m li li u»——M—— mm hi i i n i nn i l»W *




Collection of simple training aids that have been
designed and constructed by other instructors.
IV. Outline:
A. Demonstration of csade-up training aids.
B. Construction of training aids.
1. Simple aids are often as effective as
complicated ones.
2. ?4aterials that are suitable.
3. Specific examples of various types that
can be saade by instructors and techniques
in construction
.
|< Help available for construction,
C. Criteria for planning and constructing training
aids.
I* Is the aid for individual study, oaall
groups ov entire class?
2. Is the aid to be used for basic instruction
or review?
3. Will the planned aid show concepts that
cannot be shown any other way?
4. Is any suitable prepared aid available?
5. Have you used color to advantage?
6. Is the planned aid easy to understand?
7. Is the planned aid accurate?

lis
Training Aids—Tour of TraiqAnjs Aido, Ubrqry
©esaonetration—3 periods
I. Objective:




A. Conduct a tour of the library.
B. Explain procedure for procurement of training
aids.
C. Stress ijaportance of utilisation of these facil-
SHPERVISIOH AHD IHSTHtJCTOE OTALOATIOII
is ion Lecture—1 period
**wr H i I »m III I I
I. Objectives
A, To teach the basic principles of correct supeiv
vision of instruction.
B. To acquaint the student with the Marine Corps
Schools' system of academic Inspection.
II. References:
Barr ? A. $., et al, Super- > Democratic. Leader--* * * U lli *. n Iiillll « III I III llfll I ll ll M ini H I I I II I I I III I II l> I K
ship in the foprovesaBnt, of Learning , £>» Appleton-
III ft I .1 III I III II Il l i f*
~ ...-
!
. -.— ^- -
I.J * 4. *.
Century, Inc., Hew York, 1S&7.
?o;:, taM E., 3i«h, Cliavlcni E,, and Ruffner, Ralph
If,, School Adrainistratlon , School of Education,






1. Supervision Is the fctff $ teaching;
teachers to improve themselves. It la
.-^operative. i;ive S&£ scientific.
3. Srinciples underlying supervision.
1. l?he supervisory prolan must be carefully
planned
-
2. An environment must be created that is
conducive to teacher Growth and developsient.
3- Teacbt be persuaded that satisfac-
tions resulting from personal growth are
worth the price.
Teachers: "be given specific initial








b. Conferences or interview.
c. to other classes ay teachers.









d. Maintenance of professional library.
e. The workshop,
f. Supervisory bulletins.
D. Responsibilities of supervisors.
1. Training of in©truetors.
2. Observation of instruction.
3. Evaluation of instruction.
I* Ii^proveiaent of instruction.
5. Motivation of instructors.
E. Explanation of functions of Academic Inspector's
Office
.
Instructor Evaluation Lecture—1 period
I. Objectives
A. To acquaint the instructor with tine factors
upon which he, aa an instructor, will be judged.
B, To teach the instructor to evaluate his own
instruction in order that he may continually
improve the quality of his instruction.
II . References
:
Barr, A. 3., et al, Supervision* Democratic Leader-WW* .W illi tk.l » > »7ni .».. mli i ii * ! P.... I IIH .IPII n in i i ii in ii
ship in the Improvement of Learning , D. Appleton-
Century, Inc., New York, 19A7,
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Fox, Janes H., Bish, Charles B., and Ruffner, Kalph
i 3choo1 Miainls trat ton , School of Education,• im IK* m» i «i ik in i in i an ii i > mi m i l »m * *
George Washington University, Washington* D.C., 19^7.
Instructors' Handbook, HCS 2-6, 1948.
Ilimil.i MM———Ml 1 1 1 ' I ill i n ni l. 1 1 II II »—mm—m" ' W
U.S. Naval Training Bulletin , KavFers 1^970, Oct.
mmmm— i h i Mm I i n ««i n I i ant—h—Imh— i i I i il * "^ * »
III. Training Aids*
|If Evaluation Test for Instructors, reprint from
V. f. Haval Training Bulletin, 19 Harch 1946.
Instructor Sfrainir. ot, HavPers 16310.
Mlaeographed m of other evaluation sheets.
IV. Outline:
A. Purpose of evaluation.
1. To provide a oeans to lueasure effectiveness
of instruction
.
2. To stinsulate the i&proveiaent of instruction.
B. Types of Evaluation.
1. Self evaluation.










D. Use of evaluation Iftft&MI
«
1. Make application objective*
2* Critic is aid be constructive.
3. Use a liffl for conference between instrue
-
tor and supervisor,
%, Supervisor must use tact.
5. Evaluation should be repeated to provide
basis £or comparison.
6, Devi... cr all aspects of teaching
situation-
E. Factors to be considered in . nation or teach-
...,; technique*,
1, Physioal aspects—light, heat, ventilation,
room and training aids arrangement.
2, Personal characteristics of instructors—
voice, si&nnerisias , enthusiasm, dress and
bearing , resourcefulness,
3, Presentation—preparation, organisation,
ejaphasis, questioning techniques, holding
attention.
V. Hints for instructors i
A. Copies of various t#pes of evaluation sheets
should be passed around to students and discussed,
B, Interest and enthusiasm may be stimulated through
evaluation of instructor by students.
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A. 3?o t. istruotor ive a crc le
To devt \n instructors a nore effective speak-
ing abilit.
G, To create in instructors more effective think-
ing* MM salf >| and a better platform
personalis
II. References:
Brigance, V, H. and Xnaael, R- &., Speech for Hill fcary
Service , ?. 3. Crc .Co,, Hew York, 1943.
Monroe, A. II. , Principles of Speech (Military Edi-
tlon), Scott , Foresn&n Co,, Chicago, 1£".
Carett, L, H. and Foster * tf« T., Basic Principles' " +
,1 1, 1 «; | iijf ,| , I., I, »| m |fr |»| || i
of Speech , Houtf&e-n Mifflin Co*, Inc., Hew York,
Ina truetors * Handboc ;>6, 1948.
III. Outline:
A. Hole of speech in teaching.

1. Must not only know subject, but must be
able to present it,
2. Importance of effective speech.
B. Factors in speech situation.
1 , Audience
.
a. Must know and understand audience.
b. £$ust recognize individual differences.


































(5) Apparently unbelievable state-
raent.
(6) Humorous story.
(7) Hovel quotation, hypothesis,
or prophecy.







c. Relate to audience interests.
d. Appeal to emotions.
G . Preparation (
1. Preliminary.
a. Choice of subject.
b. virlte title.
. Phrase the specific purpose.
Collectinn data,





A. Tixae is allotted bo that each student will be
able to give a three~&inute, a six-minute, and a
twelve-minute speech, with time for short critic
clsia of each spee<;
B. The first speech should be the student's choice
of some subject be is familiar with and interested
in,
C. Students should participate in criticise.
V. Hints to instructor
A, This course should be primarily for the purpose
of developli\ active speech and confidence.
B. This course should not be pointed towards tech*
niques of instruction for this will be developed
in the practice teaching.
observation m lIRHMSiW
Observation of Inst on Application—9 periods
" 'I Mill l| || il IIII KU ll.lllll I,, I I I I I I I I I II • * •»• *
I. Objective?
A. To give the students an opportunity to observe
actual teaching.
B. To give students an opportunity to apply the
lesson learned in teacher evaluation.
II. Application:
A, Schedules ervation should be arranged so
that different c&ethods of teaching can be observed.
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B. If possible, this observation should extend
beyond instruction in Harlne Corps Schools to
nearby schools of other bror. of the Service,
and to civilian institutions,
C. A period of observation of troop leading exercises
or field problem should be included.
D. Students should be : :.*ed to evaluate all in-
struction observed, and a critique held after
each oi .--led.
?r as 2EACEENG
Practice Teacl. Preparation—45 periods
plication
—|J periods
I . Objective t
A. To give students an opportunity to gain exper-
ience and confidence before conducting classes
in Harlne Corps Schools.
II. Application:
A. Time is allotted for each student to present three
short lessons (30-40 alnutes) and for a short
critique after each presentation.
B. Jtudents shou" required to present lessons
! r<ee different types of teaching
methods
C. Stude ' ould be required to present lessons
of the subject natter which they will be required
to teach in Marine Corps Schools.

H
D. It la I ted t: m students trill have to
spend . more tizae on preparation than the
forty-five hours allotted.
REVIEWS, EXAMINiffilQilS AMD DI3CU33I0I.
*$»*%**># B?m^^o"g4 —-, -^s.ou-sipiy 9 periods
I. Objective;
A. To revie fteMim saoafc isaportant aspects
of MUM,
B. To check on st indents ' progress*
C. To give student opportunity to evaluate his
progret
II. Application:
A. Tiae Is allotted for throe periods of review,
three peri. f examination, and three periods
of discusoion or examination.
3, These should be scheduled through appropriately





X. An Instructor should possess the following charac-
teristics :
a. Desire to teach or interest in the teaching pro-
fession,
b. Technical mastery, or thorough knowledge of the
subject to be taught.
c A personality suitable to the peculiar demands of
teaching. This personality should offer initiative,
neat appearance, dignity, cooperation, industry,
enthusiasm, judgraent, tact, and intelligence.
lU Teaching skill, or knowledge of the techniques
of instruction.
2. Selection devices, available to the Marine Corps,
may be profitably used to select Marine officers who have
all the above characteristics except teaching skill.
3. Selected officers must be given a six weeks' course
to train them for the job of instruction in Ilarlne Corps
Schools
.
4. This training course should be of six weeks 1 dura-




to teaching and to the Marine Corps Schools, educational
psychology* methodology of teaching, training aids, super-
vision and instructor evaluation, public speaking, observa-
tion of instruction, and practice teaching.
3, This instruction must be followed up by a period
of close supervision and in-service trainii
Conclusions
There is a lack of agreement among e;q>erienoed educators
as to what constitutes success in teaching, and therefore,
what characteristics are necessary for a successful teacher.
Many studies on this subject have been conducted, and as
a result of these studies the four desirable characteristics
listed do seen to offer the best criterion for selection.
No selection device or devices available today are com-
pletely valid or reliable, but it is possible, by the judi-
cious use of an officer's record, to eliminate those officers
who are totally unqualified for teaching and to choose those
who offer the greatest potentiality. Since the selection
will not be perfect, sonse officers will prove, during the
instructor's training course, to be unsuited for instructional
duties, and these officers should be assigned to duties which
do not involve instruction.
Regardless of training, competent teaching must com©
with experience, and while gaining this experience, instruc-
tors nust be guided ^y eiqperienced supervisors •
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In order to improve both the selection procedural and
the training program careful evaluation nust follow the in-
stallation of these programs. Heither should remain static
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